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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
Which Task to Choose? The Impact of Associative Retrieval of Event Files on
Voluntary Task-switching Performance in Younger and Older Adults
by
Emily Carole Streeper
Doctor of Philosophy in Psychological and Brain Sciences
Washington University in St. Louis, 2021
Professor Julie Bugg, Chair
Previous task-switching research has demonstrated how prior experience can impact subsequent
task-switching performance (i.e., reaction times, task choice) through associative retrieval, the
creation and retrieval of event files. Event files, episodic traces which contain information about
the stimulus, prior context, and action performed, can be implicitly retrieved when reencountering information from the prior experience (e.g., stimulus repetition). The effect of
associative retrieval on task-switching performance has been examined in younger adults, but
few studies have investigated this effect in older adults. This gap is especially glaring in the
voluntary task-switching literature where only one study to date has explored how exogenous
influences such as stimulus repetition may or may not impact task choice in older adults (Butler
& Weywadt, 2013). Experiment 1 sought to expand upon findings from Arrington et al. (2010)
by examining the impact of re-encountering specific word stimuli on later voluntary taskswitching performance. Both younger and older adults’ task-switching performance were
influenced by both initial and most recent experience, suggesting older adults can create event
files in task-switching contexts, can retrieve those event files in later circumstances, and can later
be influenced by the retrieval of those event files, similar to younger adults. Experiment 2 aimed
ix

to investigate how creating an association between screen location and specific tasks would
impact later associative retrieval of event files when word stimuli appeared in those previously
informative screen locations. Unlike Experiment 1, neither younger nor older adults’ taskswitching performance were impacted by the prior location-task association. Taken together with
the results from Experiment 1, this finding suggests the creation or associative retrieval of event
files may not occur in all contexts for both younger and older adults.

x

Chapter 1: Introduction
Task-switching, the act of shifting from one task to another, is a skill often used but little thought
about in daily life. Though it was originally believed task-switching was solely controlled by the
internal processes (i.e., endogenously) required to shift from one task to another (Jersild, 1927;
Spector & Biederman, 1976), it was later discovered that external influences also largely
impacted task-switching performance (Allport, Styles, & Hsieh, 1994). Some reviews have
attempted to explain how the interplay of endogenous control (e.g., choosing to execute a taskswitch) and exogenous control (e.g., being biased to perform the same task when a stimulus
repeats) impacts task-switching performance (see Monsell, 2003; Vandierendonck, Liefooghe, &
Verbruggen, 2010), but more research is needed to understand exactly how these two processes
interact. Examining the impact of aging on task-switching performance has given researchers a
unique view into this interplay of endogenous and exogenous control.

1.1 Task-switching and Aging
Research has consistently shown that as we age, many endogenous control processes decline
making some cognitive tasks more difficult for older adults (Braver et al., 2005; 2007; Braver &
West, 2008). In task-switching contexts, older adults typically show equivalent local switch costs
(i.e., the larger average reaction time (RT) found on switch trials compared to repetition trials)
but larger mixing costs (i.e., the larger average RT in mixed-task blocks compared to single-task
blocks) when compared to younger adults (for an overview of age-related findings in taskswitching paradigms, see Kray & Ferdinand, 2014). Generally, most researchers interpret this
pattern of switch costs as indicating older adults have the same difficulty as younger adults
switching between response sets (i.e., the mechanism behind local switch costs) but struggling
1

more to maintain and/or select between multiple task-sets (i.e., the mechanism behind mixing
costs; Kray, 2006; Mayr, 2001; Mayr & Liebscher, 2001; Reimers & Maylor, 2005; Terry &
Sliwinksi, 2012; see Kray & Ferdinand, 2014), a process that requires flexible and fast cognitive
control (Huff et al., 2015).

1.1.1 Exogenous Influences and Interference Effects
Older adults also appear to be more susceptible to exogenous influences when performing taskswitching experiments. One exogenous influence shown to impact older adults’ task-switching
behaviors is interference from competing tasks. Mayr (2001) showed that older adults had larger
mixing costs when tasks shared certain features (e.g., stimuli, response-mappings, etc.) than
when tasks did not share any features while younger adults were not impacted by task feature
overlap. Mayr argued older adults were more susceptible to the interference of the competing
task because they struggle to maintain separate mental representations for both tasks due to
overlapping task features more so than younger adults. He suggested that older adults combat
this difficulty by updating their mental representations of the task sets on each trial, regardless of
whether it is a switch trial or repetition trial, in a task-switching environment, an idea referred to
as the updating hypothesis. Due to the extra time needed to update their mental representations
and the added difficulty of this process on switch trials, mixing costs tend to be larger for older
adults than younger adults.
A factor that may make older adults more susceptible to interference effects is perseverance of
behavior caused by prior experience. Mayr and Liebscher (2001) created a paradigm to examine
the impact of task-switching on later single-task trials. This fade-out paradigm instructed
participants that they would first be cued to switch between two tasks but then only perform one
of the tasks. Although participants knew ahead of time which task would stay relevant later in
2

the experiment, older adults showed massive and persistent fade-out costs (i.e., the larger
average RT on single-task trials following the cued task-switching trials compared to single-task
trials occurring independently) which demonstrated their inability to “let go” of the irrelevant
task though it was no longer needed. Younger adults on the other hand were able to focus solely
on the one task still at hand and perform at a single-task level. In a follow-up study, Spieler,
Mayr, and LaGrone (2006) found that older adults continued to look at the cues during the fadeout trials where they already knew they only needed to perform one task. Even though the cues
did not provide any additional knowledge and negatively impacted their performance on the task,
older adults perseverated on the cues.

1.2 Associative Retrieval in Task-switching
The impact of prior experience on subsequent task-switching performance is believed to be at
least partly caused by associative retrieval (Monsell, 2003). Associative retrieval in the context
of task-switching refers to the automatic retrieval of a task-set, defined by Rogers and Monsell
(1995) as the processes needed to complete a specific task, when the context or stimulus
associated with that task-set appears. For example, if I first encounter a red triangle in the context
of a shape naming task simply seeing the red triangle again will retrieve the shape naming taskset. Depending on the current task needing to be performed, associative retrieval can either
benefit or harm performance (Allport et al., 1994; Allport & Wylie, 1999, 2000; Waszak,
Hommel, & Allport, 2003). Continuing with the red triangle example, if I were to re-encounter
the red triangle in the context of the shape naming task again, I should perform faster and more
accurately because the task-set being retrieved is currently relevant. However, if I re-encounter
the red triangle in the context of a color naming task, I should perform slower and less accurately
because the task-set being retrieved competes with the currently relevant color naming task-set.
3

In task-switching experiments, participants often re-encounter stimuli in the contexts of both
tasks which leads to long-term priming effects that appear to increase switch costs, at least for
younger adults (Allport et al., 1994; Allport & Wylie, 1999, 2000; Waszak et al., 2003; Yeung &
Monsell, 2003a; 2003b; for reviews of task priming accounts of task-switching, see Kiesel et al.,
2010; Koch, Gade, Schuch, & Philipp, 2010).
This associative retrieval effect is thought to be due to the creation and retrieval of event files.
Event files are episodic traces which link information about the stimulus, context, and action
performed together and can be retrieved even if only some of the information is re-presented
(Hommel, 1998; 2004; 2007). Associative retrieval of event files has been shown to impact task
performance in both younger and older adults even when the re-presented stimulus is only a
partial match to the initial stimulus. In fact, older adults’ RT performance seemed to be even
more impacted than younger adults’ RT performance when participants responded to a probe that
matched the features of the prime they initially responded to in a prime-probe event files
paradigm (Hommel, Kray, & Lindenberger, 2011). Even if the probe features only partially
matched the features of the prime (e.g., the location of the probe stayed the same but the shape
changed), older adults were significantly slower to respond than younger adults when a different
response was needed for the probe than for the initial prime. This age difference remained even
after accounting for age-related general slowing. This finding supports the researchers’ argument
that older adults do not update their event files as efficiently as younger adults which can
negatively impact their later performance when these event files are retrieved.
In task-switching, event files can include information such as the color of a stimulus, the location
where the stimulus appears, the physical response made, the task-set at hand, etc. Waszak et al.
(2003) investigated the impact of associative retrieval of event files in a cued task-switching
4

environment by examining stimulus-specific retrieval effects in younger adults (see also Pӧsse,
Waszak, & Hommel, 2006). In their experiment, participants performed a baseline phase where
they encountered both primed stimuli (i.e., stimuli that appeared in both a word reading task and
a picture naming task) and unprimed stimuli (i.e., stimuli that only appeared in a word reading
task). Following the baseline phase, participants completed an alternating phase where they
switched between performing a word reading task and a picture naming task every three trials. In
this phase, participants re-encountered the primed and unprimed stimuli from the baseline phase.
They found a larger RT switch cost for primed stimuli compared to unprimed stimuli when
switching from the picture naming task to the word reading task. The researchers argued that
when participants re-encountered the primed stimuli, the event files created at their initial
exposure (i.e., encountering the stimulus in the context of both the word reading and picture
naming tasks) were implicitly retrieved which interfered with the competing task-set while the
unprimed stimuli had no competing event files that could be retrieved and negatively impact
performance on the word reading task. This switch cost difference persisted even after 100
intervening trials between the exposure to the primed stimuli in the baseline phase and its
reappearance in the alternating phase, suggesting associative retrieval of event files for younger
adults in cued task-switching is a persistent effect.
A study by Kray and Eppinger (2006) extended upon this work by examining the impact of
associative retrieval on performance for older adults in a cued task-switching environment. In
this experiment, they examined the impact of stimulus set size (i.e., the number of stimuli
participants encounter within a paradigm) on task-switching performance. Participants performed
two tasks: an animal categorization task (i.e., is the word an animal?) and a syllable
categorization task (i.e., does the word contain one or two syllables?) The stimulus set size was
5

either small (four different word stimuli) or large (96 different word stimuli). In the small
stimulus set size condition, participants re-encountered the same stimuli within both task
contexts (e.g., encountering RABBIT within the animal categorization task and syllable
categorization task multiple times) more frequently than they did in the large stimulus set size
condition. The authors proposed that as they encountered the same stimuli again and again, the
S-R link, a key component of event files, would be strengthened more in the small stimulus set
size than in the larger stimulus set size. Re-encountering the same stimuli over and over would
increase the impact of the event file. Consistent with this prediction, the researchers found much
higher switch costs for older adults in the small stimulus set condition compared to younger
adults and found no age differences in switch costs in the large stimulus set condition. They
attributed this to the strengthened S-R link, and the difficulty older adults have maintaining
separate mental representations of tasks (Mayr, 2001). This supports the finding from Hommel et
al. (2011) suggesting older adults’ behavior is more impacted by associative retrieval of event
files than younger adults’ behavior.

1.3 Voluntary Task-switching
While the cued paradigm allows researchers to examine the impact associative retrieval of event
files has on switch costs, one limitation of the paradigm is the cues themselves. Some researchers
have argued that switch costs in cued task-switching paradigms may be influenced by a cuepriming effect since cue repetitions always occur with task repetitions and thus, switch costs
would simply represent the benefit of cue-priming on repetition trials (Arbuthnott & Woodward,
2002; Arrington & Logan, 2004b; 2005; Logan & Bundesen, 2003). Although research has found
evidence of “true” switch costs not caused by cue-priming, it has also found evidence of cuepriming effects (Jost, Mayr, & Rösler, 2008, Mayr, 2006, Mayr & Kliegl, 2003; Schmitz & Voss,
6

2014). In order to eliminate the potentially confounding effect of cue-priming, Arrington and
Logan (2004) created the voluntary task-switching paradigm which allows participants to choose
which task to perform for each trial instead of cueing them to perform a specific task. In the
classic voluntary task-switching paradigm, participants are given what is often referred to as the
coin flip instructions. These instructions ask participants to imagine they have a coin labeled on
each side with either Task A or Task B. Participants are instructed to imagine flipping this coin
each trial to determine which task they perform. The goal of these instructions is to help
participants randomly choose which task they perform on each trial.
In addition to switch costs without a cue-priming effect, the voluntary task-switching paradigm
has allowed researchers to examine another intriguing task-switching measure: task choice (i.e.,
the rates at which participants decide to perform each task). At first, researchers believed
allowing participants to choose when to switch tasks would eliminate the impact of external
influences on task-switching performance, that is, that it would allow them to isolate endogenous
control. However, recent findings have clearly shown this to be false. External influences such as
stimulus availability (i.e., the impact of presenting stimuli at different points in time; Arrington,
2008), previous task choice (Arrington, Weaver, & Pauker, 2010), task difficulty (Millington,
Poljac, & Yeung, 2013; Yeung, 2010), and stimulus repetition (Butler & Weywadt, 2013;
Demanet, Verbruggen, Liefooghe, & Vandierendonck, 2010; Mayr & Bell, 2006; Poljac,
Haartsen, van der Cruijsen, Kiesel, & Poljac, 2018) have all been found to impact task choice in
younger adults.
It has been consistently demonstrated that stimulus repetition is often followed by task repetition
for some age groups, suggesting an impact of associative retrieval of event files on task choice.
In most stimulus repetition studies, researchers examine the impact of the immediate
7

reappearance of a specific stimulus (e.g., the number “9” immediately following a trial with the
number “9”). Interestingly, participants are typically significantly more likely to repeat the task
they just performed when the stimulus immediately repeats, at least for adolescents, young
adults, and middle-aged adults (Butler & Weywadt, 2013; Mayr & Bell, 2006; Poljac et al.,
2018). Surprisingly, however, given prior work described earlier demonstrating the impact of
exogenous factors on older adults’ performance in task-switching contexts, the only experiment
to date that has investigated the impact of stimulus repetition on task choice in older adults did
not find an effect (Butler & Weywadt, 2013). It is important to note a few limitations with this
study. First, in the paradigm they employed, only 11% of trials had a stimulus repetition, limiting
the number of trials where this effect could be examined (though it should be noted that the
younger adults did show a stimulus repetition effect even with the few number of trials). Second,
the stimulus repetitions in this study were only stimuli that repeated immediately on the
subsequent trial. There is some evidence older adults are unable to update event file bindings as
efficiently as younger adults (Hommel et al., 2011). Additionally, work by Johnson et al. (2002)
examining age differences in encoding processes such as refreshing, or bringing to mind a just
presented item, found that older adults refreshed more slowly than younger adults. Therefore, it
is possible that older adults who need more time to recall immediate prior stimuli need additional
time to update their event bindings which may make it very unlikely to find a stimulus repetition
effect in the immediately subsequent trial. If older adults do need more time to “re-bind” their
event files, then a design where associative retrieval is tested later in the experiment may capture
this effect.
As Waszak et al. (2003) demonstrated the impact of associative retrieval of event files appears to
sustain over many intervening trials in a cued task-switching environment, at least for younger
8

adults. Arrington, Weaver, and Pauker (2010) extended this work by examining whether this
persistent associative retrieval occurs in RTs in voluntary task-switching. Additionally, and most
interestingly, they examined whether this retrieval impacts task choice beyond the subsequent
trial. By examining task choice, the authors were able to dissociate whether associative retrieval
of event files simply improves readiness when the same task is selected, an effect that would
appear in switch costs, or directly influences the selection of a task, an effect that would only
appear in task choice.
In Arrington et al.’s (2010) first experiment, participants chose to perform either an animacy
(living, nonliving) or size (small, large) judgment on each trial for eight experimental blocks.
Following the classic voluntary task-switching design, participants were instructed to make their
choice randomly and were provided the coin flip instructions to help them achieve this goal. In
each block, participants were presented with 60 words which appeared once per block. Task
choice, the main variable of interest, was indicated by the hand the participant used to respond. A
unique task-to-hand mappings (e.g., participants being instructed to perform the animacy task
with their left hand and the size task with their right hand) allowed researchers to determine
which task the participant intended to perform on each trial. If participants associatively retrieved
the event file from their first exposure to a stimulus beyond the subsequent trial, then this would
have impacted their behavior each time they re-encountered that stimulus in the following
blocks. Given this retrieval occurred and only impacted task readiness, participants would have
performed faster on trials where the task they performed on a specific stimulus matched the task
they initially performed on that stimulus. However, if the retrieval also impacted the process of
task selection, participants should have been significantly biased to choose the same task they
initially chose when they re-encountered the stimulus in later blocks. Across the seven blocks,
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participants were significantly faster on trials where they performed the task that matched the
task they initially chose for that stimulus. Critically, across the blocks, participants were
significantly more likely than chance to select the same task as they initially chose when they reencountered a stimulus. Interestingly, the task participants chose for a stimulus in the
immediately preceding block induced these effects even more strongly than the task participants
initially chose for a stimulus, indicating that while event files could be retrieved over the length
of the experiment, their influence may diminish slightly.
In their second experiment, Arrington et al. first eliminated any words found to be significantly
associated with a specific task across the nine experimental blocks in Experiment 1 (e.g.,
participants were more likely to perform the size task than the animacy task when they
encountered the word aspirin), leaving a list of 32 unbiased words which were presented in nine
experimental blocks. These words appeared twice in each experimental block, unlike Experiment
1. Another change made was the format of the initial exposure to stimuli. Instead of choosing
which task to perform in the first block, participants first encountered the word stimuli in the
context of the single-task practice blocks. They argued that by not allowing participants to
choose which task they performed when they first encountered stimuli, any later influence on
task choice would be solely based on participants’ experience during the experiment and not preexperimental biases. The same RT and task choice pattern for both the initial stimulus exposure
and preceding block exposure found in Experiment 1 was replicated. However, the impact of the
initial stimulus exposure was significantly lower in Experiment 2 compared to Experiment 1, and
its impact significantly diminished over the course of the experimental blocks.

10

A preface is optional. If you include a preface, use it to explain the motivation behind your work.
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“Preface” in the heading.

1.4 The Current Work
The current work will examine the impact of associative retrieval of event files on voluntary
task-switching performance in both younger and older adults. Little research has investigated the
effect of exogenous influences on older adults’ task-switching behavior. This gap is especially
glaring in the voluntary task-switching literature where only one study to date has explored how
an external influence may or may not impact task choice in older adults (Butler & Weywadt,
2013). Both Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 aim to extend the literature by investigating this
theoretically important topic.
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Chapter 2: Experiment 1
While Arrington et al. (2010) clearly demonstrated the long-lasting impact of prior experience on
task choice when previous work has only examined shorter impacts (Butler & Weywadt, 2013;
Mayr & Bell, 2006; Poljac et al., 2018), an important question that has yet to be answered is:
does freedom of choice on the initial exposure to the stimulus impact the likelihood of
continuing to choose to perform the same task when re-encountering that stimulus? It is possible,
since it is thought voluntary task-switching is accessing both task readiness and task selection
processes (Arrington et al.), that freely choosing the initial task on the first stimulus exposure
may impact later task choice performance differently than cued task-switching which does not
involve the task selection process. It is possible then that older adults, who have more difficulty
in task selection due to overlapping mental representations of tasks, may be less impacted by
prior experience in a voluntary task-switching context than a cued task-switching context. A
cued task-switching context may allow them to keep the two tasks more clearly separated, and
therefore, the event file retrieved may be clearer and impact their task choice. Alternatively, the
longer process of separating mental representations of the tasks in a voluntary task-switching
context may make their initial task choice more salient and more strongly impact their later task
choice.
The cross-experimental analysis from Arrington and colleagues suggests freedom of choice may
in fact matter. In Experiment 1, participants were able to choose which task they performed
when they first encountered stimuli, and the researchers found a lasting impact of initial stimulus
experience across the experimental blocks. However, in Experiment 2, participants were told
which task to perform when they first encountered stimuli, and while this initial stimulus
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experience did impact later stimulus exposures, it was lower than in Experiment 1 and decreased
across the experimental blocks. Arrington et al. proposed two possible explanations for the
difference between the two experiments. First, they suggested that the consistency in
environment across the blocks in Experiment 1 (i.e., all encounters with the stimuli occurred in a
voluntary task-switching environment) may have created a stronger task choice bias. Another
possible explanation they provided which is further detailed below was the issue of preexperimental bias for some of the word stimuli in Experiment 1.
However, there were a few limitations to this work. First, some of the words used in Experiment
1 were determined by the authors to have a pre-experimental bias with a particular task. While
these word stimuli were removed and not used in Experiment 2, this makes comparing results
across the two experiments complicated as it is difficult to determine how removing these words
impacted the results of Experiment 2. Second, participants’ initial exposure to stimuli in
Experiment 2 was during a practice block, not an experimental block as in Experiment 1.
Participants were just becoming acquainted with the tasks being performed and may not have
encoded the stimuli as deeply due to divided attention (e.g., concentrating on learning response
mappings). Additionally, it is possible participants may have been less motivated to pay apt
attention or perform as well during a practice block because they understand practice blocks are
specifically created for learning the tasks at hand and not necessarily for performing at their best
(however, see Coane & Balota, 2010 for evidence of later repetition effects for low frequency
words presented in experimental instructions). Third, participants first encountered the word
stimuli in a single-task block and not a task-switching environment like Experiment 1. It is
impossible to differentiate whether the lessened effect of initial exposure is due to simply a
difference in the freedom of choice because it has repeatedly been demonstrated that single-task
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settings are not equivalent to task-switching settings in terms of trial-by-trial performance. Due
to these confounds, it is important to clarify the impact associative retrieval of event files can
have on later voluntary task-switching performance.
The procedure for Experiment 1 is shown in Figure 2.1. In the current study, I addressed the
issue outlined above by comparing the proportion of task choice as a function of stimulus
repetition when participants first encounter the words in either a voluntary task-switching or
cued task-switching environment. If the freedom of choice in the first exposure to the word
stimuli does impact the likelihood to continue to choose the same task, then the proportion of
trials on which participants choose the same task when encountering the stimulus in the
following blocks would be higher for the voluntary task-switching condition than for the cued
task-switching condition. While I expected both voluntary and cued task-switching initial
stimulus exposures to influence later task choice as Arrington et al. demonstrated this effect even
for single-task blocks, I expected a greater impact in the voluntary task-switching condition as
their study also demonstrated that forcing participants to perform a specific task on the initial
exposure to a stimulus may lower task choice match proportions.
As for the effect of the task performed on the most recent stimulus exposure, if freedom of
choice does not impact task choice probabilities differently compared to forced task-switching, I
hypothesized that recent stimulus exposure effects, referred to as recency effects from now on,
for both voluntary and cued task-switching conditions would mirror those found in Arrington et
al. and remain above chance and consistent across the blocks. However, if forced choice in the
first block does lower task choice match proportions, I expected recency effects to be lower in
the first block and rise across the rest of the blocks as participants became free to choose which
task they perform. For RT patterns, I predicted participants would respond faster on trials where
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they matched either the task performed in the initial exposure or the most recent exposure for
both cued and voluntary task-switching conditions.
In regard to age-related patterns, I hypothesized that both younger and older adults would show
both initial and recency effects and be more likely to perform both the task they initially chose
for a stimulus and the task they most recently chose for a stimulus. The findings from Hommel et
al. (2011) would suggest older adults should be just as, if not more, susceptible to stimulus reexposure. Extending upon these findings and the findings from Kray and Eppinger (2006), I
predicted that older adults would be more influenced by their initial and recent stimulus
exposures and, therefore, show higher task choice proportions of matching both the initial and
recent stimulus exposure task compared to younger adults, despite the findings from Butler and
Weywadt (2013). Due to the previously discussed limitations of the Butler and Weywadt study
which may have impacted their ability to find an impact of stimulus repetition on task choice and
the possibility that older adults may need more time to update their event file bindings, I believed
the current paradigm is more suitable to find an impact of prior stimulus exposures on task
choice in older adults if there is in fact a relationship. Additionally, I expected older adults to
show a stronger task repetition bias (i.e., the overall tendency to repeat tasks more frequently
than switch tasks), as has been found in prior work (Butler & Weywadt, 2013; Terry &
Sliwinski, 2012). For RT patterns, I hypothesized older adults would show the same pattern of
faster responding on task-matching trials, but older adults would have overall slower RTs.
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Figure 2.1 The procedure for Experiment 1. The condition of the inducer phase type (i.e., cued taskswitching vs. voluntary task-switching) was randomly assigned between younger adult participants. All
older adult participants completed the cued task-switching inducer phase type. Regardless of inducer
phase type, the diagnostic phase was always voluntary task-switching. The words shown in the inducer
phase were represented once in each block throughout the diagnostic phase.

2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Participants
Inclusion Criteria
To have an equal number of participants in each counterbalance and condition, a stopping rule of
40 participants per condition who met certain performance-based criteria was implemented. The
criteria were decided a priori. First, participants were required to achieve more than 80%
accuracy within five attempts for any of the practice blocks. This criterion ensured that
participants understand the complex task instructions provided in the practice blocks which were
needed to complete the experiment properly. Second, for the voluntary task-switching practice
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block and diagnostic blocks, participants were required to reach a 20% switch rate (Braem,
2017). For the voluntary task-switching practice block, participants were given five attempts to
reach this goal. This rule ensured that participants were correctly following the instructions to try
to perform both tasks as equally as possible and to try to switch tasks as randomly as possible.
Third, participants needed to achieve an overall mean trimmed RT within three standard
deviations of their age group’s mean RT and an overall mean accuracy within three standard
deviations of their age group’s mean accuracy (Poljac et al, 2018; see Exclusions and RT
Trimming). Participants that did not meet these criteria were excluded from analyses. All
participants had normal or corrected vision and color vision, reported English as their native
language, and had no language related disorders. Older adult participants reported never being
diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment or dementia.
Demographics
Eighty-five Washington University in Saint Louis undergraduate students participated in
Experiment 1 for course credit. The younger adult participants were randomly assigned to the
cued task-switching inducer phase type condition and the voluntary task-switching inducer phase
type condition. Three younger adult participants (2 in the cued task-switching inducer phase type
condition and 1 in the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type condition) failed to reach the
20% switch rate requirement in the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks. Two younger
adult participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type condition failed to reach the
20% switch rate requirement within five attempts of the voluntary task-switching practice block.
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These participants were excluded from analyses. The final younger adult sample for Experiment
1 was 80 younger adults (rangeage = 18 – 22).1

2.1.2 Design and Materials
The process used to choose word stimuli and the specific word stimuli used in Experiment 1 are
described in Appendix B. In Experiment 1, the practice word list was 20 words long, and the
experimental word list 60 words long. Each word was shown once per a block in the
experimental blocks. This means participants encountered each word a total of nine times across
Experiment 1. For younger adults, the inducer phase type (cued or voluntary task-switching) was
manipulated between subjects. Like Arrington et al. (2010), one condition was a voluntary taskswitching inducer phase type. One of the unique components of the current study was the other
condition, the cued task-switching inducer phase type. For older adults, only the cued taskswitching inducer phase type was included. As in Arrington et al., participants performed two
task judgments on the word stimuli. On each trial, participants made either an animacy judgment
by indicating whether the word was a living or nonliving item or a size judgment by indicating
whether the word was smaller or larger than a basketball.

2.1.3 Procedure
Participant recruitment and experiment procedures took place online either through SONA for
the younger adults or Prolific for the older adults. Experiment 1 used a modified version of the
procedure used in Arrington et al. (2010). All participants first completed a practice block for
each task (i.e., animacy and size) separately. Participants then completed a cued task-switching
practice block followed by a voluntary task-switching practice block. In each practice block,
participants were given five attempts to achieve more than 80% accuracy. In the voluntary task-

1

Twelve younger adult participants did not provide their age.
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switching practice block, participants were given five attempts to also achieve a switch rate
above 20%. The instructions for the voluntary task-switching practice block consisted of the
traditional coin flip instructions (Arrington & Logan, 2004b; 2005) indicating participants should
attempt to perform both tasks equally and randomly. These instructions, which were broken
down and presented across multiple screens, stated: “You will no longer be told which task to
perform on each trial. Instead, you will choose which task you want to perform on each trial.
You will now practice choosing which task you want to perform on each trial. You should
perform each task on about half of the trials and should perform the tasks in a random order.
Imagine you flip a coin that says ANIMACY on one side and SIZE on the other. Try to perform
the tasks as if the coin flip decides which task to perform. Sometimes you will repeat the same
task and sometimes you will switch tasks. We don't want you to count the number of times
you've done each task or alternate between tasks (e.g., switching each time: ANIMACY SIZE
ANIMACY SIZE). Just try to perform the tasks in a random order.” Like in Experiment 1 in
Arrington et al., each task was uniquely mapped to a specific hand (e.g., to perform the animacy
task, participants used their left hand to respond), and participants used the keys d, f, j, and k to
make their responses. Task-hand mappings were counterbalanced across participants.
Following the practice blocks, participants began the inducer block. Both the cued task-switching
inducer phase type and the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type contained an inducer
block that consisted of 60 trials where each word was presented once. Participants in the cued
task-switching inducer block were told to perform the task indicated by the verbal cue which
appeared before the upcoming stimulus. Participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer
block were given the “coin flip” instructions again. Following their inducer phase, all
participants received the “coin flip” instructions one final time. These instructions were followed
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by eight diagnostic blocks of voluntary task-switching. Before each stimulus onset, participants
were shown the string “XXXXX” as a cue for voluntary task-switching. Following the procedure
in Arrington et al., the words originally presented in the inducer phase were presented once and
in random order in each diagnostic block. The cue preceding each word, the fixation point, and
the word stimuli appeared at the center of the computer screen (i.e., position [0x, 0y] as
determined by the PsychoPy program on which the experiment was run). Each cue was presented
for 1 second and was a followed by a fixation cross which was presented for 250 milliseconds.
Word stimuli appeared onscreen until participants made a response and were followed by a blank
screen for 500 milliseconds.

2.2 Results
2.2.1 RT Trimming
For RT trimming within participant, trials with a RT three standard deviations outside of a
participant's mean within a "condition" were removed from analyses (Poljac et al., 2018).
Condition refers to the combination of task type and task transition type (e.g., switch trials where
the animacy task was performed would be considered a "condition"); however, in this
experiment, this also included inducer phase type for the younger adults. RT analyses were
conducted on accurate trials. Additionally, the RT data were z-scored within participants to
account for any general slowing differences between age groups (Kray & Lindenberger, 2000;
Salthouse, Fristoe, McGuthry, & Hambrick, 1998).

2.2.2 Task Choice Analyses
Following the typical protocol employed in voluntary task-switching paradigms (Arrington &
Logan, 2004b; 2005), trials were coded by task choice and task repetition or switch. Task choice
was determined by the hand the participant used to respond. Task repetitions and switches were
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coded based on the task performed in the previous trial. As in Arrington et al. (2010), trials were
also be coded to indicate whether the task performed matched the same task performed in block
1 (i.e., initial matches) and whether the task performed matched the same task performed in
block n – 1 (i.e., recent matches). Task matching was the primary variable of interest, as in
Arrington et al.
Initial and Recent Task Matches for Younger Adults with Inducer Phase Type
Manipulation
As in Arrington et al. (2010), the primary analyses of interest were conducted on the proportion
of tasks chosen matching the task performed for previous stimulus exposures, both initial
stimulus exposure and most recent stimulus exposure. There were two types of task matches
analyzed: initial matches and recent matches. First, like Arrington et al., for initial matches and
recent matches, the average proportion of matches for both inducer phase type groups was
compared against the rate of chance (.5) using one-sample t-tests. For initial matches, both
participants in the cued task-switching inducer phase type condition (M = .53, SD = .05), t(39) =
3.41, p = .002, and participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type condition (M
= .55, SD = .05), t(39) = 5.53, p < .001, were significantly more likely than chance to choose to
perform the same task they initially performed upon their first encounter with a specific stimulus.
A similar pattern also emerged for recent matches. Both participants in the cued task-switching
inducer phase type condition (M = .58, SD = .08), t(39) = 6.10, p < .001, and participants in the
voluntary task-switching inducer phase type condition (M = .58, SD = .09), t(39) = 5.34, p <
.001, were significantly more likely than chance to choose to perform the same task they chose to
perform when they encountered a specific stimulus in the previous block.
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Next, a 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8)
mixed-model ANOVA conducted on mean initial matches revealed an effect of diagnostic block,
F(7, 546) = 2.55, p = .014; however, Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed no
significant differences between diagnostic blocks (see Figure 2.2). The inducer phase type by
block interaction on mean initial matches was not significant, F(7, 546) = 1.24, p = .279.

Figure 2.2 Mean proportion of initial matches by inducer phase type. The error bars represent standard
error. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

A 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) mixedmodel ANOVA conducted on mean recent matches revealed an effect of diagnostic block,
F(2.86, 222.94) = 2.59, p = .021.2 Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed a
significant difference between diagnostic blocks 1 and 5, t(79) = 3.34, p = .001 (see Figure 2.3).
Mauchly’s test for Sphericity was significant for the main effect of diagnostic block, W = .41, p < .001. A
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied.
2
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The inducer phase type by block interaction on mean recent matches was not significant, F(2.86,
222.94) = 2.08, p = .060.3

Figure 2.3 Mean proportion of recent matches by inducer phase type. The error bars represent standard
error. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

As previously stated, the primary analyses of interest are focused on the proportions of initial and
recent task matches. Due to the lack of significant differences between the cued task-switching
inducer phase type and the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type on any initial or recent
match proportions for the younger adults, the inducer phase type manipulation was not examined
in older adults. Instead, all older adult participants completed the cued task-switching inducer
phase type condition. An implication of this choice is that the experience in the inducer phase
was better equated for younger and older adults (i.e., it did not depend on their voluntary choices
to switch or repeat tasks). Additional analyses on proportion of animacy trials and switch trials
Mauchly’s test for Sphericity was significant for the inducer phase type by block interaction, W = .41, p < .001. A
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied.
3
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by inducer phase type can be found in Appendix A. Only younger adults in the cued taskswitching inducer phase type condition were compared against the older adult participants.
Initial and Recent Task Matches by Age Group
First, the average proportion of initial and recent matches for both age groups was compared
against the rate of chance (.5) using one-sample t-tests. As reported above, younger adults (M =
.53, SD = .05) were significantly more likely than chance to choose to perform the same task
they initially performed upon their first encounter with a specific stimulus, t(39) = 3.41, p = .002.
Older adults (M = .53, SD = .05) demonstrated this same tendency to choose the same initial
task, t(39) = 3.44, p = .001. A similar pattern emerged for recent matches. As reported above,
younger adults (M = .58, SD = .08), were more likely than chance to choose to perform the same
task they performed in their most recent stimulus encounter for that specific stimulus, t(39) =
6.10, p < .001. Older adults (M = .63, SD = .11), showed the same tendency to choose the most
recently performed task, t(39) = 7.30, p < .001.
Next, a 2 (age group: younger, older) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on mean initial matches revealed a main effect of diagnostic block, F(7,
546) = 3.31, p = .002. Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed a significant
difference between diagnostic blocks 1 and 8, t(79) = 3.82, p < .001. The effect of age group,
F(1, 78) = .11, p = .740, and the age group by block interaction on mean initial matches, F(7,
546) = 1.24, p = .277, were not significant. Additionally, as an exploratory analysis, a 2 (age
group) by 2 (current task: animacy, size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) mixed-model
ANOVA was conducted on mean initial matches. This ANOVA examined any effect of task
biases and task transition biases on the likelihood of performing initial matches. This analysis
revealed a main effect of current task, F(1, 78) = 244.72, p < .001, and task transition, F(1, 78) =
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5.59, p = .021. Participants were more likely to perform initial matches when switching tasks (M
= .54, SD = .50) compared to when repeating tasks (M = .52, SD = .50). Participants were also
more likely to perform initial matches when performing the size task (M = .56, SD = .50) than
when performing the animacy task (M = .49, SD = .50).
A 2 (age group: younger, older) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on mean recent matches revealed an effect of age group, F(1, 78) = 5.51, p =
.021, an effect of diagnostic block, F(4.85, 378.53) = 8.42, p < .001, and an age group by
diagnostic block interaction, F(4.85, 378.53) = 5.66, p < .001.4 Collapsing across all diagnostic
blocks, older adults were more likely to choose to perform recent matches (M = .63, SD = .48)
compared to younger adults (M = .58, SD = .49). In addition, Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc
paired t-tests revealed the mean proportion of recent matches was significantly higher in
diagnostic blocks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 compared to diagnostic block 1, largest p < .001.
Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc Welch’s t-tests revealed that older adults were more likely to
choose to perform recent matches in diagnostic block 6 (M = .66, SD = .14) and diagnostic block
8 (M = .66, SD = .14) compared to younger adults in diagnostic block 6 (M = .58, SD = .10),
t(68.96) = 2.90, p = .005, and diagnostic block 8 (M = .56, SD = .10), t(68.55) = 3.65, p < .001
(see Figure 2.4). Additionally, as an exploratory analysis, a 2 (age group) by 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) mixed-model ANOVA was conducted on
mean recent matches. This ANOVA examined any effect of task biases and task transition biases
on the likelihood of performing recent matches. This analysis revealed a main effect of age
group, F(1, 78) = 5.67, p = .020, and task transition, F(1, 78) = 11.32, p = .001. As previously
mentioned, older adults were more likely than younger adults to perform recent matches.
Mauchly’s test for Sphericity was significant for the main effect of diagnostic block and the age group by
diagnostic block interaction, W = .31, p < .001. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied.
4
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Participants were also more likely to perform recent matches when switching tasks (M = .61, SD
= .49) than when repeating tasks (M = .59, SD = .49).

Figure 2.4 Mean proportion of recent matches by age group. The error bars represent standard error.

Additionally, as an exploratory analysis, a 2 (age group: younger, older) by 4 (diagnostic block:
2, 4, 6, 8) by 2 (age: younger, older) mixed-model ANOVA was conducted on the likelihood
participants continued to perform the most frequently chosen task on that stimulus across prior
blocks, (i.e., frequent matches). Frequent matches were determined by whether the participant
chose to perform the average task choice made on a particular stimulus across all prior diagnostic
blocks in block n. For example, if a participant performed the animacy task on the word “tiger”
in diagnostic blocks 1, 3, and 4, but performed the size task in diagnostic block 2, the most
frequently chosen task for the word “tiger” would be the animacy task. If the participant then
chose to perform the animacy task on the word “tiger” in diagnostic block 5, they performed a
frequent match. Only frequent matches for diagnostic blocks 2, 4, 6, and 8 were included in this
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analysis to avoid instances of equally chosen prior tasks (e.g., performing the animacy task on
the word “tiger” in diagnostic block 1 and 3 and the size task in diagnostic block 2 and 4). This
analysis revealed a significant main effect of age group, F(1, 78) = 6.33, p = .014. Older adults
performed frequent matches (M = .64, SD = .48) more often than younger adults (M = .58, SD =
.49). Additionally, a significant effect of diagnostic block was found, F(3, 234) = 2.81, p = .040;
however, Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed no significant differences in
frequent matches between diagnostic blocks. Finally, there was a significant interaction between
age group and diagnostic block, F(3, 234) = 5.62, p = .001. Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc
Welch’s t-tests revealed older adults performed significantly more frequent matches in
diagnostic block 6 (M = .65, SD = .48) and diagnostic block 8 (M = .67, SD = .47) than younger
adults in diagnostic block 6 (M = .58, SD = .49), t(74.51) = 2.67, p = .001, and diagnostic block 8
(M = .58, SD = .49), t(74.47) = 3.08, p = .003, as can be seen in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5 Mean proportion of most frequently chosen task matches. The error bars represent standard error.
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Mean Proportion of Animacy Trials by Age Group
In addition to the primary analyses above, the average proportion of animacy trials for both age
groups was compared against the rate of chance (.5) using one-sample t-tests to examine whether
participants chose to perform each task equally. Younger adults (M = .50, SD = .04) chose to
perform the animacy task and size task equally, t(39) = .71, p = .483. In contrast, older adults (M
= .53, SD = .06) chose to perform the animacy task slightly more than the size task, t(39) = 3.46,
p = .001. A 2 (animacy word type: living, nonliving) by 2 (size word type: small, large) by 2 (age
group: younger, older) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion of trials where
participants chose to perform the animacy task in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant
effect of animacy word type, F(1, 78) = 30.35, p < .001, age group, F(1, 78) = 5.45, p = .0221, an
animacy word type by size word type interaction, F(1, 78) = 22.16, p < .001, a size word type by
age group interaction, F(1, 78) = 4.18, p = .0443, and an age group by animacy word type by size
word type interaction, F(1, 78) = 7.84, p = .0064. Participants chose to perform the animacy task
more often on living words (M = .57, SD = .49) compared to nonliving words (M = .46, SD =
.50). Older adults (M = .53, SD = .50) chose to perform the animacy task more often than
younger adults (M = .50, SD = .50). The mean difference in animacy task proportions between
large words (M = .51, SD = .50) and small words (M = .55, SD = .50) was larger for older adults
then the mean difference between large words (M = .52, SD = .50) and small words (M = .49, SD
= .50) for younger adults. The three-way interaction is depicted in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Mean proportion of animacy trials. The error bars represent standard error.

Mean Proportion of Switch Trials by Age Group
The average proportion of switch trials for both age groups was compared against the rate of
chance (.5) using one-sample t-tests to determine whether participants switched tasks randomly.
Both younger adults (M = .43, SD = .09) and older adults (M = .41, SD = .10) repeated tasks
more often than they switched tasks, t(39) = 4.92, p < .001 and t(39) = 5.81, p < .001,
respectively. A 2 (current task: animacy, size) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion of switch trials revealed a significant effect of
current task, F(1, 78) = 10.25, p = .002, and a current task by age group interaction, F(1, 78) =
5.21, p = .025. Participants were more likely to switch to the size task (M = .43, SD = .50) than
they were to switch to the animacy task (M = .40, SD = .49). The mean difference in the
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proportion of switch trials between the animacy task (M = .38, SD = .49) and the size task (M =
.43, SD = .50) was larger for older adults compared to the mean difference in the proportion of
switch trials between the animacy task (M = .42, SD = .49) and the size task (M = .43, SD = .50)
for younger adults as shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 Mean proportion of switch trials. The error bars represent standard error.

2.2.3 RT Analyses
Cued Task-switching Inducer Phase
For inducer phase RT means and standard deviations, see Table 2.1.5 A 2 (current task: animacy,
size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model
ANOVA conduced on z-score transformed RTs in the inducer phase revealed a significant effect
5

While the RT analyses for both Experiment 1 and 2 were conducted on z-score transformed RTs, the means
presented in the results sections are the untransformed RT means for ease of interpretation
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of current task, F(1, 78) = 48.87, p < .001, task transition, F(1, 78) = 90.85, p < .001, and a
current task by task transition interaction, F(1, 78) = 8.09, p = .006. Participants were
significantly faster when they were performing the animacy task (M = 1017, SD = 499) than
when they were performing the size task (M = 1115, SD = 508). Additionally, participants were
significantly faster when they repeated a task (M = 1011, SD = 456) than when they switched
tasks (M = 1125, SD = 546). Finally, the mean difference in RT between repeat trials on which
participants performed the animacy task (M = 928, SD = 424) and switch trials on which
participants performed the animacy task (M = 1093, SD = 544) was larger than the mean
difference between repeat trials on which participants performed the size task (M = 1077, SD =
470) and switch trials on which participants performed the size task (M = 1158, SD = 546).
Table 2.1 Mean inducer phase RTs – The mean inducer phase RTs by current task, task transition, and
age groups.

Younger adults

Older adults

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

RT

RT

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

838 (358)

1017 (464)

animacy

switch

982 (429)

1206 (621)

size

repeat

991 (443)

1164 (481)

size

switch

1060 (455)

1256 (608)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

z-RT

z-RT

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

-.25 (.87)

-.27 (1.00)

animacy

switch

.21 (1.12)

.24 (1.24)
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size

repeat

.24 (1.04)

.18 (1.04)

size

switch

.51 (1.18)

.45 (1.22)

Voluntary Task-switching Diagnostic Phase
For diagnostic phase RT means and standard deviations by initial match type, see Table 2.2. A 2
(current task: animacy, size) by 2 (initial match type: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task transition:
repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on z-score
transformed RTs in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant effect of current task, F(1, 78) =
7.63, p = .007, initial match, F(1, 78) = 48.78, p < .001, task transition, F(1, 78) = 159.48, p <
.001, and a current task by task transition interaction, F(1, 78) = 6.08, p = .016.
Participants were significantly faster when they were performing the animacy task (M = 982, SD
= 433) than when they were performing the size task (M = 1007, SD = 455). Most interestingly
for present purposes, when participants chose to perform the same task they initially performed
on a specific stimulus in the inducer phase, they performed the task significantly faster (M = 980,
SD = 429) than when they chose to perform the nonmatching task (M = 1010, SD = 460).
Participants were also significantly faster when they repeated a task (M = 944, SD = 395) than
when they switched tasks (M = 1064, SD = 496). Finally, the mean difference between animacy
task trials on which participants repeated a task (M = 931, SD = 381) and animacy task trials on
which participants switched tasks (M = 1058, SD = 491) was larger than the mean difference
between size task trials on which participants repeated a task (M = 959, SD = 411) and size task
trials on which participants switched tasks (M = 1071, SD = 501).
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Table 2.2 Mean initial match and no match diagnostic phase RTs – The mean diagnostic phase RTs by
initial match, current task, task transition, and age groups. The terms “Match” and “No match” refer to
whether the trials consisted of initial matches or not.

Younger adults

Current task

Older adults

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

RT

RT

RT

RT

animacy

repeat

823 (338)

850 (367)

1002(378)

1023 (391)

animacy

switch

935 (448)

949 (433)

1163 (502)

1189 (519)

size

repeat

858 (336)

896 (367)

1021 (400)

1076 (502)

size

switch

941 (411)

985 (422)

1166 (519)

1212 (591)

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

z-RT

z-RT

z-RT

z-RT

Current task
animacy

repeat

-.24 (.88)

-.17 (.92)

-.25 (.90)

-.18 (.91)

animacy

switch

.06 (1.12)

.11 (1.06)

.14 (1.07)

.20 (1.07)

size

repeat

-.11 (.85)

.00 (.93)

-.15 (.86)

-.04 (.93)

size

switch

.10 (1.03)

.26 (1.08)

.17 (.99)

.25 (1.06)

For RT means and standard deviations by recent match type, see Table 2.3. A 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (recent match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2
(age group: younger, older) conducted on z-score transformed RTs in the diagnostic blocks
revealed a significant effect of age group, F(1, 77) = 6.86, p = .011, current task, F(1, 77) = 6.71,
p = .011, recent match, F(1, 77) = 83.70, p < .001, task transition, F(1, 77) = 156.12, p < .001, a
current task by recent match interaction, F(1, 77) = 12.26, p < .001, a current task by task
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transition interaction, F(1, 77) = 5.26, p = .025, a current task by recent match by task transition
interaction, F(1, 77) = 8.13, p = .006, and an age group by current task by recent match by task
transition interaction, F(1, 77) = 8.05, p = .006.6
Younger adults were significantly faster (M = 896, SD = 389) compared to older adults (M =
1080, SD = 457). Interestingly, similar to the findings for initial matches, when participants
chose to perform the same task they most recently performed for a specific stimulus, they
performed the task significantly faster (M = 975, SD = 429) than when they chose to perform the
nonmatching task (M = 1008, SD = 442). As previously reported, participants were significantly
faster when they performed the animacy task compared to the switch task and when they
repeated a task compared to when they switched tasks. The mean difference in RT between
match trials on which participants performed the size task (M = 977, SD = 431) and nonmatch
trials on which participants performed the size task (M = 1027, SD = 444) was larger than the
mean difference between match trials on which participants performed the animacy task (M =
973, SD = 427) and nonmatch trials on which participants performed the animacy task (M = 990,
SD = 439). As previously reported, the mean difference in RT between repeat trials on which
participants performed the animacy task and switch trials on which participants performed the
animacy task was larger than the mean difference between repeat trials on which participants
performed the size task and switch trials on which participants performed the size task.

6

Due to RT trimming and RT analyses only being conducted on accurate trials, one participant did not have RT data
for animacy task switch trials on which they did not match the most recent task they performed. This participant was
removed from this specific analysis for this reason.
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Table 2.3 Mean recent match and no match diagnostic phase RTs – The mean diagnostic phase RTs by
recent match, current task, task transition, and age groups. The terms “Match” and “No match” refer to
whether the trials consisted of recent matches or not.

Younger adults

Current task

Older adults

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

RT

RT

RT

RT

animacy

repeat

828 (354)

848 (351)

989 (377)

1048 (392)

animacy

switch

935 (444)

952 (434)

1168 (486)

1188 (553)

size

repeat

858 (339)

899 (365)

1018 (449)

1055 (422)

size

switch

933 (413)

997 (418)

1123 (476)

1222 (535)

Current task

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

z-RT

z-RT

z-RT

z-RT

animacy

repeat

-.25 (.88)

-.15 (.93)

-.28 (.88)

-.08 (.94)

animacy

switch

.05 (1.08)

.14 (1.11)

.16 (1.06)

.23 (1.12)

size

repeat

-.12 (.85)

.03 (.93)

-.18 (.85)

.02 (.94)

size

switch

.08 (1.01)

.29 (1.10)

.07 (.94)

.39 (1.06)

2.2.4 Accuracy Analyses
Cued Task-switching Inducer Phase
For inducer phase accuracy rate means and standard deviations, see Table 2.4. A 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixedmodel ANOVA conducted on accuracy rates in the inducer phase revealed a significant effect of
current task, F(1, 78) = 9.62, p = .003, and task transition, F(1, 78) = 9.91, p = .002. Participants
were significantly more accurate when they performed the animacy task (M = .94, SD = .24) than
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when they performed the size task (M = .90, SD = .29). Additionally, participants were more
accurate when they repeated tasks (M = .93, SD = .25) compared to when they switched tasks (M
= .91, SD = .29).
Table 2.4 Mean inducer phase accuracy rates – The mean inducer phase accuracy rates by current task,
task transition, and age groups.

Younger adults

Older adults

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

accuracy

accuracy

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

.94 (.24)

.95 (.21)

animacy

switch

.94 (.24)

.93 (.26)

size

repeat

.93 (.26)

.92 (.28)

size

switch

.89 (.31)

.88 (.33)

Voluntary Task-switching Diagnostic Phase
For diagnostic phase accuracy rate means and standard deviations by initial match type, see
Table 2.5. A 2 (current task: animacy, size) by 2 (initial match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task
transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on
accuracy rates in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant effect of initial match, F(1, 78) =
13.87, p < .001, and age group, F(1, 78) = 4.45, p = .038. Both younger and older adult
participants were significantly more accurate when they chose to perform the same task they
initially performed on a specific stimulus in the inducer phase (M = .96, SD = .19) than when
they chose to perform the nonmatching task (M = .95, SD = .22). Overall, older adults were
significantly more accurate on the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks (M = .97, SD =
.18) compared to younger adults (M = .95, SD = .23).
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Table 2.5 Mean initial match and no match diagnostic phase accuracy rates – The mean diagnostic phase
accuracy rates by initial match, current task, task transition, and age groups. The terms “Match” and “No
match” refer to whether the trials consisted of initial matches or not.

Younger adults

Older adults

Match

No match

Match

No match

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

.96 (.20)

.95 (.22)

.98 (.15)

.97 (.17)

animacy

switch

.96 (.20)

.94 (.24)

.97 (.16)

.97 (.18)

size

repeat

.94 (.23)

.93 (.25)

.98 (.16)

.95 (.21)

size

switch

.96 (.21)

.92 (.27)

.97 (.18)

.96 (.19)

For accuracy rate means and standard deviations by recent match type, see Table 2.6.
Additionally, a 2 (current task: animacy, size) by 2 (recent match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task
transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on
accuracy rates revealed a significant effect of recent match, F(1, 78) = 27.21, p <.001. Both
younger and older adult participants were significantly more accurate when they chose to
perform the same task they performed on a specific stimulus in the most recent block (M = .97,
SD = .18) than when they chose to perform the nonmatching task (M = .94, SD = .23).
Table 2.6 Mean recent match and no match diagnostic phase accuracy rates – The mean diagnostic phase
accuracy rates by recent match, current task, task transition, and age groups. The terms “Match” and “No
match” refer to whether the trials consisted of initial matches or not.

Younger adults
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Older adults

Match

No match

Match

No match

Current

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

task

transition

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

animacy

repeat

.96 (.20)

.95 (.23)

.98 (.14)

.96 (.20)

animacy

switch

.95 (.22)

.94 (.23)

.98 (.15)

.96 (.21)

size

repeat

.95 (.21)

.92 (.27)

.98 (.14)

.94 (.23)

size

switch

.96 (.21)

.92 (.27)

.97 (.16)

.95 (.22)

2.3 Discussion
Taken together, the results from Experiment 1 replicate and extend the findings from Arrington
et al. (2010). In their cross-experimental analysis, the authors found participants were
significantly more likely to choose the same task they initially performed upon their first
encounter with a specific stimulus when they first experienced the stimulus in a voluntary taskswitching context than a single-task context, although participants in both conditions were
significantly more likely than chance to choose to match. One possible explanation they provided
for this difference was a lack of similarity between the initial stimulus encounter and the later
stimuli encounters in the single-task condition – namely, participants were instructed to perform
a certain task in the inducer phase in one condition (single-task condition) and not in the other
(voluntary task-switching condition). Another explanation they provided was the potential
biasing due to pre-experimental associations between the words and tasks impacting participants’
task choices. They suggested that participants were biased to choose certain tasks for certain
word categories (e.g., choosing to perform the animacy task for living words more than
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nonliving words) which would diminish the impact of the initial stimulus experience for
participants in the single-task inducer condition because the word category-task association
would dictate task choice in the diagnostic blocks.
However, in contrast to these explanations and my hypothesis, for the younger adults in
Experiment 1 there was no significant difference between a cued task-switching inducer phase
type condition and a voluntary task-switching phase type condition in initial matches. Even when
randomly cueing younger adult participants to perform certain tasks for specific stimuli, the
initial encounter was just as likely to impact their later task choice as it was for participants in the
voluntary task-switching inducer phase type condition. This shows that freedom of choice and
pre-experimental word category-task associations do not necessarily change the impact an initial
stimulus encounter has on later performance, at least for younger adults. One possible
explanation why this finding diverges from the Arrington et al.’s (2010) cross-experimental
analysis is the difference between the single-task condition used in the previous work and the
cued task-switching inducer employed in the current study. While in both cases participants were
told which task to perform on each trial, participants still switched tasks in the current work,
increasing the similarity between the inducer context and the diagnostic context. It is therefore
possible that while initial freedom of choice does not necessarily impact later associative
retrieval of event files, the similarity between initial and current context does. For recent
matches, Arrington et al. found no difference between participants in the voluntary taskswitching condition and participants in the single-task condition, and participants in both
conditions were both more likely than chance to perform the same task they performed when
they encountered a specific stimulus in the previous block. The findings for younger adults from
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Experiment 1 mirrored these findings as participants in both inducer phase type conditions
demonstrated recency effects but did not significantly differ from each other in recent matches.
The most critical extension of Arrington et al.’s work in Experiment 1 is the demonstration of
initial and recent stimulus exposure effects in older adults. Both younger and older adults were
significantly more likely than chance to choose to perform the same task they initially performed
upon their first encounter with a specific stimulus, were faster to respond on initial match trials,
and were more accurate on initial match trials. These findings indicate that the experience of
performing a particular task for a specific stimulus a single time can impact later task
performance regardless of age. However, contrary to my hypothesis, older adults were not more
impacted by their initial stimulus exposures than younger adults.
Younger and older adults were also significantly more likely than chance to choose to perform
the same task they most recently performed for a specific stimulus, were faster to respond on
recent match trials, and were more accurate on recent match trials. Consistent with my
hypothesis, a novel finding was that older adults performed recent matches more often than
younger adults, as shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.5. The influence of the most recent stimulus
exposure on subsequent task choice appeared to strengthen in some blocks for older adults as the
experiment progressed. These results demonstrate a clear impact of recent experience on
subsequent task performance especially for older adults. While this finding aligns with work
from Hommel et al. (2011) and Kray and Eppinger (2006) which found older adults to be just as
susceptible to stimulus re-exposure as younger adults, it diverges from the work by Butler and
Weywadt (2013) which found an impact of stimulus repetition on task choice in younger adults
but not older adults. However, as previously discussed, in their experiment, only 11% of trials
were considered stimulus repetition trials, severely limiting the number of trials where this
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impact would occur and could be examined. In the current study, every trial in the diagnostic
phase was a stimulus repetition trial, providing plenty of opportunities to examine this effect.
Another possibility why Butler and Weywadt did not find a stimulus repetition effect for older
adults is because older adults may be unable to update event file bindings as efficiently as
younger adults (Hommel et al., 2011). In their study, stimulus repetitions occurred on the
immediately following trial (e.g., the number 7 followed by another number 7 trial), while in the
current experiment, unique stimulus repetitions occurred once per block. Because the stimulus
repetition does not occur in such quick succession when it occurs only once per block, older
adults have more time for updating their event files.
Similar to Experiment 1 in Arrington et al. (2010), the younger adult participants chose to
perform both tasks equally. In contrast, the older adults showed a slight bias towards performing
the animacy task compared to the size task which coincides with the findings from the younger
adults in Experiment 2 in Arrington et al. Also mirroring Experiment 2 in Arrington et al.,
participants were more likely to perform the animacy task on living words compared to nonliving
words. The authors suggested the impact of animacy word type on task choice may have been
caused by pre-experimental associations (e.g., associating living words more closely with “the
concept of living” than nonliving words), an idea they argued aligns with work on the impact of
lexical accessibility in task-switching by Gollan and Ferreira (2009).
An alternative explanation for this finding is differential task difficulty (Yeung, 2010).
Participants were significantly faster and more accurate when they performed the animacy task
compared to the size task, and in the cued task-switching inducer phase and in the recent matches
analysis of RT in the voluntary diagnostic phase, switch costs were larger for the animacy task
compared to the size task, an effect referred to as asymmetric switch costs. Consistent with
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Yeung (2010), these patterns suggest the animacy task may have been easier for participants to
perform compared to the size task. An additional finding which may support this interpretation is
there was a larger difference in RT between recent match trials and recent nonmatch trials in the
size task than in the animacy task. A possible view on this finding is match trials benefitted
participants more in the more difficult task, the size task, than they did in the easier task, the
animacy task. Although older participants were more likely to choose to perform the animacy
task, a pattern inconsistent with Yeung’s finding that participants were slightly biased toward
performing the difficult task more, participants did switch to the size task more often than the
animacy task which supports Yeung’s idea that participants have a harder time switching to the
easier task compared to the harder task. This effect was exacerbated in older adults as well. It is
important to remember that while both interpretations could explain these results, they are not
mutually exclusive.
Also replicating the findings from Arrington et al., both younger and older adults showed strong
repetition biases, the tendency to repeat tasks more often than switch tasks. Surprisingly, the
older adults did not demonstrate a larger overall repetition bias as has been demonstrated in past
voluntary task-switching work (Butler & Weywadt, 2013; Terry & Sliwinski, 2012). However,
participants were more likely to choose to repeat tasks when performing the animacy task than
when they were performing the size task, and this difference was larger for older adults than
younger adults. Another surprising finding was reflected in the both the inducer phase and
diagnostic phase RT analyses. In all analyses but the recent match RT analysis, older adults were
not slower than younger adults overall in either the cued task-switching inducer phase or the
voluntary task-switching diagnostic phase after accounting for general slowing, contrary to some
previous findings in the task-switching literature (Butler & Weywadt, 2013; Terry & Sliwinski,
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2012). Additionally, while the older adults did have switch costs (i.e., were slower on switch
trials compared to repeat trials), they did not significantly differ from the pattern of switch costs
the younger adults displayed in the inducer phase analyses or the initial match analyses. Also,
older adults were as accurate as younger adults in the cued task-switching inducer phase, and in
the initial match accuracy analysis, older adults were significantly more accurate in the voluntary
diagnostic phase compared to younger adults. Taken together, these findings indicate the older
adults performed nearly as well as the younger adults, and in some cases, better than younger
adults in a complex task-switching environment.
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Chapter 3: Experiment 2
According to event file theory, all task-relevant aspects of a stimulus are bound into an event file
(Hommel, 1998; 2007). While in Experiment 1 the focus on the study was on the stimulus
identity, another feature which will be the focus of Experiment 2, is spatial location. According
to the original theory on which event file theory is founded, object file theory, location is a key
feature often included in object files. Kahneman, Treisman, and Gibbs (1992) found that when
they presented probes in the same location as the original primes, participants responded faster to
the probes. Research in the world of task interference has demonstrated how participants can use
location as an indicator of upcoming conflict, showing how contextual cues such as location can
be bound to specific actions (Crump, Gong, & Milliken, 2006; Corballis & Gratton, 2003). For
example, Crump et al. (2006) found that when a certain location was associated with a
congruency proportion (e.g., when Stroop stimuli appeared in the top part of the screen, they
were mostly congruent), participants demonstrated a larger Stroop effect for the mostly
congruent location than the mostly incongruent location. This pattern suggests that when stimuli
appeared in a certain location, participants retrieved the control processes most likely to be
needed even though location was not relevant to complete the task (e.g., if a stimulus appeared in
the top part of the screen, it was most likely to be congruent, and therefore, participants retrieved
a relaxed control setting).
A similar finding has been demonstrated in the task-switching literature. In their second
experiment, Leboe, Wong, Crump and Stobbe (2008) assigned location to a specific task-switch
rate (e.g., when probes appear at the top of the screen, participants will switch tasks 75% of the
time while when probes appear at the bottom of screen, participants will switch tasks 25% of the
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time). Importantly, processing the location of the stimuli was not necessary to complete either
task, as participants were performing animal size and habitat judgments. Despite not being
relevant to either task at hand, switch costs were reduced when the stimuli appeared in the
location previously strongly associated with task-switching. The authors argued that when
location was predictive of task-switching, participants were able to use this information to adjust
their behavior and perform better. In a follow-up study, Crump and Logan (2010) argued that
location priming retrieves the mental representation of the task even when participants are
unaware of the switch rate-location associations. In this work, Crump and Logan found that
participants demonstrated task-switching behaviors which likely occurred due to the retrieval of
prior event files. For example, if a location was highly associated with switching tasks,
participants would perform faster on later switch trials in that location but would also perform
slower on later repetition trials in that location. The reverse was found for locations highly
associated with repeating tasks.
Mayr and Bryck (2007) demonstrated this effect of location priming is not limited to associations
between location and switch rate. When participants were cued to perform a specific task on
stimuli which occurred in a particular location (e.g., participants were cued to identify the color
of stimuli whenever stimuli appeared on the left side of the screen), switch costs were smaller. It
is important to note this effect occurred despite location being task-irrelevant, or a “lower level
parameter” (Mayr & Bryck, p. 1). This finding suggests the mental representations of a specific
task can become associated with a particular location and affect later task performance when
stimuli reoccur in the associated locations. However, the extended impact of location-task
association, independent of stimulus repetition, has yet to be examined in the context of
voluntary task-switching, and more specifically, on voluntary task choice.
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If location primes the mental representation of the task, a necessary process for task selection in
voluntary task-switching, task choice should be affected by the associative retrieval of the task
when a stimulus appears in its associated location. While Mayr and Bell (2006) and Yeung
(2010) found participants were more likely to repeat a task when the stimulus location repeated
even in cases where location was not task-relevant, these findings did not explore this location
priming effect beyond immediate task repetitions nor did the designs control fully for stimulus
repetitions. Expanding upon prior research, it is likely that location is bound into the event file
created during task performance, even when location is not necessarily relevant to the ongoing
tasks. Although Leboe et al. and Crump and Logan investigated the association of switch
probability and location on later task-switching performance and Mayr and Bryck (2007)
examined the association between tasks and location in a cued task-switching environment, it is
still unclear whether an association between a specific task and location would impact both RTs
and task choice in a voluntary task-switching paradigm.
Additionally, another open question is whether older adults can bind location into event files and
whether associative retrieval of these files impacts later task-switching performance. Separating
tasks by location could allow older adults to better separate their mental representations of the
tasks due to lower overlap. If this is the case, older adults should show the location priming
effect on task choice and potentially benefit in RT performance as well because both task
selection and task readiness would be primed.
In the current experiment, participants were cued in inducer blocks to perform a task (animacy or
size) mostly in the top or bottom of the screen (see Figure 3.1). For example, when participants
were cued to perform the animacy task, about 86% of time, the stimulus on which they
performed the task then appeared in the top of the screen. A location-task association of about
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86% rather than 100% was employed to minimize explicit awareness of the location-task
association. In the diagnostic blocks following the inducer blocks, word stimuli continued to
appear in both the top and the bottom of the screen, but participants were allowed to freely
choose the task they wished to perform. While the words used in the initial exposure in the
inducer blocks were not repeated (unlike in Experiment 1), if location was bound into the event
file, simply experiencing a stimulus in the location should have retrieved previous event files and
increased the probability of performing the task associated with that location in the diagnostic
blocks. This event file binding process would most likely share some mechanisms related to the
impact of associative retrieval in Experiment 1. However, in Experiment 1, I investigated the
impact of one trial of one stimulus on later exposure of that stimulus. If participants did not
effectively bind or retrieve that one event file, that experience would not have impacted their
later performance. In Experiment 2, participants built an association between location and task
over the course of many trials and many stimuli. If participants had not been impacted by the
binding and retrieval of event files in Experiment 1, this does not necessarily mean they would
not be impacted by this in Experiment 2. It is likely participants would have built a strong
association between task and location as they experienced the pairings more than once and with
many different items. As both younger and older adults appear to be impacted by associative
retrieval of event files and it was likely the location-task association would be strong, I predicted
that both younger and older adults would learn the location-task association and would be more
likely to perform the task associated with the location in which the stimulus appeared.
Additionally, I expected all participants to perform faster and more accurately on trials where the
task they chose matched the location previously associated with that task; however, older adults
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were still expected to respond slower overall compared to younger adults. No age differences in
location matches were predicted a priori.

3.1 Method
3.1.1 Participants
Inclusion Criteria
The same inclusion criteria from Experiment 1 were applied in Experiment 2.
Demographics
Forty-five Washington University in Saint Louis undergraduate students participated in
Experiment 2 for course credit. Four younger adult participants failed to reach the 20% switch
rate requirement in the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks. These participants were
excluded from analyses. One participant was excluded for low accuracy (M = .54, SD = .50) and
slow RT (M = 7323, SD = 26610). While this participant did not fall outside three standard
deviations of their age group’s mean accuracy or RT, their low accuracy and extremely slow
mean reaction time indicates they gave low effort responses. The final younger adult sample for
Experiment 1 was 40 younger adults (rangeage = 18 – 22).
Forty-six older adult participants recruited through Prolific participated in Experiment 2. Three
older adult participants failed to achieve an above 80% accuracy within five attempts of one or
more of the practice blocks. Two older adult participants failed to reach the 20% switch rate
requirement within five attempts of the voluntary task-switching practice block. One older adult
participant failed to follow the instructions (i.e., alternated strictly between tasks after being
instructed not to do so). These participants were excluded from analyses. The final older adult
sample for Experiment 2 was 40 older adults (rangeage = 75 – 78).
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3.1.2 Design and Materials
The process used to choose word stimuli and the specific word stimuli used in Experiment 2 are
shown in Appendix B. The same 20 practice words used in Experiment 1 were used in
Experiment 2. The experimental word list for Experiment 2 was 224 words long and divided
across the 4 cued task-switching inducer blocks and 4 voluntary diagnostic blocks. Each block
was 28 words (7 from each category) long. The same tasks from Experiment 1 (i.e., animacy,
size) were used in both the inducer and diagnostic blocks in Experiment 2. However, unlike
Experiment 1, the words in each block were unique to that block and were not repeated in the
experiment. The location-task association was counterbalanced across subjects (e.g., half
experienced the animacy task association with the top part of the screen while the other half
experienced the animacy task association with the bottom part of the screen).

3.1.3 Procedure
The procedure can be seen in Figure 3.1. Participant recruitment and experiment procedures took
place online either through SONA for the younger adults or Prolific for the older adults. Like
Experiment 1, all participants first completed four practice blocks: the animacy task and size task
separately, cued task-switching, and voluntary task-switching. The practice words, instructions
for both cued and voluntary task-switching, and accuracy and voluntary task-switching switch
rate requirements from Experiment 1 were also used in Experiment 2.
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Figure 3.1 The procedure for Experiment 2. In the inducer blocks, participants were cued approximately
86% of the time to perform one task (e.g., animacy) when the stimulus appeared at the top of the screen.
The other task (e.g., size) was cued approximately 86% of time when the stimulus appeared at the bottom
of the screen. In the diagnostic blocks, participants freely chose which task they performed on each trial.
However, the stimuli continued to appear at the top and bottom of the screen. The words used in the
inducer phase did not appear again in the diagnostic phase. Each inducer block was immediately followed
by one diagnostic block. There were four inducer blocks and four diagnostic blocks total. Following the
practice blocks, participants began the first inducer block. Participants completed four inducer blocks
spread throughout the experiment. The inducer blocks each consisted of 28 cued task-switching trials. The
words in each inducer block were unique to that block and none of the words used in the inducer blocks
appeared again in the rest of the experiment. Each task cue appeared in the center of the screen. Following
the cue and a fixation point, the stimulus word appeared either in the upper or lower section of the screen.
Participants were predominantly cued to perform one task in the context of each location (e.g., for about
86% of the stimuli appearing in the upper screen section, participants were cued to perform the animacy
task). The location-task association was counterbalanced across participants: half of the participants
experienced an animacy task-upper screen association and size task-lower screen association while the
other half experienced a size task-upper screen association and animacy task-lower screen association.
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While the words were not randomized across the entire experiment, they were randomized within each
inducer and diagnostic block. For example, in the first inducer block, all participants saw the word
"crocodile," but “crocodile” randomly appeared in the upper part of the screen or the in the lower part of
screen for each participant. Additionally, whether participants were cued to perform the animacy or size
task on “crocodile” was random for each participant.

Following each inducer block, participants performed a diagnostic block of voluntary taskswitching. Each block consisted of 28 words. The words in each diagnostic block were unique to
that block, and none of the words used in the diagnostic blocks appeared again in the rest of the
experiment. The “XXXXX” cue as used in Experiment 1 to designate voluntary task-switching
trials appeared in the center of the screen while the subsequent stimuli continued to appear in
either the upper or lower section of the screen. The inducer and diagnostic blocks were
interleaved to continuously reintroduce the location-task association throughout the experiment
and provide multiple diagnostic block observations. The cue preceding each word and the
fixation point appeared at the center of the computer screen (i.e., position [0x, 0y] as determined
by the PsychoPy program on which the experiment was run). Word stimuli appeared in both the
upper part of the screen (i.e., position [0x, .3y]) and the lower part of the screen (i.e., position
[0x, -.3y]). Each cue was presented for 1 second and was a followed by a fixation cross which
was presented for 250 milliseconds. Word stimuli appeared onscreen until participants made a
response and were followed by a blank screen for 500 milliseconds.

3.2 Results
3.2.1 Exclusions and RT Trimming
The same exclusion criteria and RT trimming methods from Experiment 1 was employed in
Experiment 2.

3.2.2 Task Choice Analyses
As in Experiment 1, trials were coded by task choice and task repetition or switch using the same
method. In addition, trials were also coded to indicate whether participants chose to perform a
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task based on the location where the word stimuli appear. Whether participants chose to perform
the task previously associated with a specific location in the inducer blocks when the word
stimulus reappeared in that location in the diagnostic phase is the primary variable of interest.
Location Task Matches by Age Group
The primary analyses of interest were conducted on the mean proportion of task choices
matching the previous location-task association created in the inducer phase (i.e., location
matches). First, the mean location matches of both age groups were each compared against the
rate of chance (.5). Neither younger adults (M = .51, SD = .05) nor older adults (M = .49, SD =
.05) were significantly more likely to choose to perform the task previously associated with a
specific location, t(39) = 1.50, p = .1416, and t(39) = 1.29, p = .2037, respectively. Next, a 2 (age
group: younger, older) by 4 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on
the mean proportion of location matches revealed a main effect of diagnostic block, F(3, 234) =
2.91, p = .0351; however, Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed no significant
differences between diagnostic blocks (see Figure 3.2). The main effect of age group, F(1, 78) =
3.91, p = .051, and the age group by block interaction, F(3, 234) = 1.76, p = .155, were not
significant.7

7

To further examine the marginal effect of age group, a Bayesian mixed-model ANOVA was conducted to compare
each model to the null model. The data were determined to be best represented by the null model. When compared
to the null model, the model with just the main effect of age group had a B10 equal to .55, the model with just the
main effect of diagnostic block had a B10 equal to .82, the model with both main effects had a B10 equal to .45, and
the model with both main effects and the age group by diagnostic block interaction had a B10 equal to .15.
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Figure 3.2 Mean proportion of location matches by age group. The error bars represent standard error.

Mean Proportion of Animacy Trials by Age Group
The average proportion of animacy trials for both age groups was compared against the rate of
chance (.5) using one-sample t-tests. Both younger adults (M = .52, SD = .06) and older adults
(M = .52, SD = .03) chose to perform the animacy task slightly more than the size task, t(39) =
2.04, p = .048 and t(39) = 3.82, p < .001, respectively. A 2 (animacy word type: living,
nonliving) by 2 (size word type: small, large) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion of trials where participants chose to perform the
animacy task in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant effect of animacy word type, F(1,
78) = 11.17, p = .001, and an animacy word type by size word type interaction, F(1, 78) = 7.33, p
= .008. Participants chose to perform the animacy task when the word was living (M = .54, SD =
.50) compared to when the word was nonliving (M = .50, SD = .50). The mean difference in
animacy task trials between living words that were small (M = .52, SD = .50) and living words
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that were large (M = .56, SD = .50) was larger than the mean difference between nonliving words
that were small (M = .51, SD = .50) and nonliving words (M = .48, SD = .50) as shown in Figure
3.3.

Figure 3.3 Mean proportion of animacy trials by age group. The error bars represent standard error.

Mean Proportion of Switch Trials by Age Group
The average proportion of switch trials for both age groups was compared against the rate of
chance (.5) using one-sample t-tests. Younger adults (M = .48, SD = .10) switched tasks about
half the time, t(39) = 1.16, p = .253, while older adults (M = .43, SD = .10) repeated tasks more
often than they switched tasks t(39) = 4.39, p < .001, respectively. A 2 (current task: animacy,
size) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion
of switch trials revealed a significant effect of current task, F(1, 78) = 14.11, p < .001, and an
effect of age group, F(1, 78) = 7.19, p = .009. The current task by age group interaction was not
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significant, F(1, 78) = .01, p = .932. Participants were more likely to switch to the size task (M =
.47, SD = .50) than they were to switch to the animacy task (M = .44, SD = .50). Younger adults
(M = .48, SD = .50) switched tasks more often than older adults (M = .43, SD = .49) as shown in
Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 Mean proportion of switch trials by age group. The error bars represent standard error.

3.2.3 RT Analyses
Cued Task-switching Inducer Blocks
For inducer blocks RT means and standard deviations, see Table 3.1. A 2 (current task: animacy,
size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on z-scored average inducer blocks RTs revealed a significant effect of age
group, F(1, 78) = 4.23, p = .043, current task, F(1, 78) = 106.85, p < .001, task transition, F(1,
78) = 79.90, p < .001, and a current task by task transition interaction, F(1, 78) = 12.27, p < .001.
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Younger adults were significantly faster (M = 1216, SD = 760) compared to older adults (M =
1294, SD = 516). Participants were significantly faster when they performed the animacy task (M
= 1193, SD = 644) compared to when they performed the size task (M = 1322, SD = 645).
Participants were also significantly faster when they repeated tasks (M = 1193, SD = 681)
compared to when they switched tasks (M = 1314, SD = 609). Finally, the mean difference in RT
between repeat trials on which participants performed the animacy task (M = 1111, SD = 687)
and switch trials on which participants performed the animacy task (M = 1270, SD = 591) was
larger than the mean difference between repeat trials on which participants performed the size
task (M = 1279, SD = 664) and switch trials on which participants performed the size task (M =
1361, SD = 64).
Table 3.1 Mean inducer blocks RTs – The mean inducer blocks RTs by current task, task transition, and
age groups.

Younger adults

Older adults

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

RT

RT

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

1062 (871)

1158 (440)

animacy

switch

1234 (621)

1303 (560)

size

repeat

1235 (793)

1321 (507)

size

switch

1331 (718)

1389 (520)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

z-RT

z-RT

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

-.49 (.82)

-.54 (.82)

animacy

switch

-.09 (.97)

-.20 (.99)
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size

repeat

-.09 (.93)

-.09 (1.00)

size

switch

.12 (1.06)

.07 (.98)

Voluntary Task-switching Diagnostic Blocks
For RT means and standard deviations by location match type, see Table 3.2. A 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (location match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2
(age group: younger, older) conducted on z-scored average diagnostic blocks RTs revealed a
significant effect of age group, F(1, 78) = 5.25, p = .025, current task, F(1, 78) = 33.44, p < .001,
and task transition type, F(1, 78) = 92.32, p < .001. Younger adults were significantly faster (M =
1363, SD = 814) compared to older adults (M = 1437, SD = 526). Participants were significantly
faster when they performed the animacy task (M = 1358, SD = 637) compared to when they
performed the size task (M = 1447, SD = 725). Participants were also significantly faster when
they repeated tasks (M = 1338, SD = 622) compared to when they switched tasks (M = 1477, SD
= 741). There was no significant impact of location match on diagnostic RTs, F(1, 78) = 2.11, p
= .150.
Table 3.2 Mean location match and no match diagnostic blocks RTs – The mean diagnostic phase RTs by
location match, current task, task transition, and age groups. The terms “Match” and “No match” refer to
whether the trials consisted of location matches or not.

Younger adults

Current task
animacy

Older adults

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

RT

RT

RT

RT

repeat

1246 (659)

1243 (688)
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1344 (496)

1358 (513)

animacy

switch

1366 (749)

1414 (795)

1444 (551)

1510 (598)

size

repeat

1297 (654)

1365 (946)

1413 (465)

1428 (498)

size

switch

1518 (1110)

1491 (796)

1543 (515)

1534 (557)

Current task

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

z-RT

z-RT

z-RT

z-RT

animacy

repeat

-.11 (.96)

-.12 (.93)

-.09 (.89)

-.04 (.94)

animacy

switch

.13 (1.00)

.23 (1.06)

.16 (1.05)

.30 (1.05)

size

repeat

.06 (.89)

.12 (.93)

.20 (.93)

.23 (.96)

size

switch

.41 (1.05)

.41 (1.07)

.44 (.96)

.41 (1.02)

3.2.3 Accuracy Analyses
Cued Task-switching Inducer Blocks
For inducer blocks accuracy rate means and standard deviations, see Table 3.3. A 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) conducted
on inducer blocks accuracy rates revealed a significant effect of current task, F(1, 78) = 7.69, p =
.007, task transition, F(1, 78) = 6.37, p = .014, and age group, F(1, 78) = 7.69, p = .007.
Participants performed significantly better on the animacy task (M = .92, SD = .27) compared to
the size task (M = .89, SD = .31). Participants also performed significantly better when they
repeated tasks (M = .91, SD = .28) compared to when they switched tasks (M = .90, SD = .31).
Additionally, older adults performed significantly better on the cued task-switching inducer
blocks (M = .93, SD = .26) compared to younger adults (M = .88, SD = .32).
Table 3.3 Mean inducer blocks accuracy rates – The mean inducer blocks RTs by current task, task
transition, and age groups.

Younger adults
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Older adults

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

accuracy

accuracy

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

.91 (.29)

.96 (.21)

animacy

switch

.88 (.32)

.93 (.25)

size

repeat

.88 (.33)

.91 (.29)

size

switch

.86 (.35)

.91 (.29)

Voluntary Task-switching Diagnostic Blocks
For accuracy rate means and standard deviations by location match type, see Table 3.4. A 2
(current task: animacy, size) by 2 (location match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task transition:
repeat, switch) by 2 (age group: younger, older) conducted on diagnostic blocks accuracy rates
revealed a significant effect of current task, F(1, 78) = 18.62, p < .001, task transition, F(1, 78) =
4.61, p = .0349, and age group, F(1, 78) = 6.34, p = .0139. Participants performed significantly
better on the animacy task (M = .96, SD = .21) compared to the size task (M = .93, SD = .25).
Participants also performed significantly better when they repeated tasks (M = .95, SD = .22)
compared to when they switched tasks (M = .94, SD = .24). Additionally, older adults performed
significantly better on the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks (M = .97, SD = .17)
compared to younger adults (M = .92, SD = .27). There was no significant impact of location
match on diagnostic accuracy, F(1, 78) = .08, p = .775.
Table 3.4 Mean location match and no match accuracy rates – The mean diagnostic phase accuracy rates
by location match, current task, task transition, and age groups. The terms “Match” and “No match” refer
to whether the trials consisted of location matches or not.

Younger adults
Match

No match
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Older adults
Match

No match

Current task

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

animacy

repeat

.94 (.25)

.95 (.23)

.98 (.14)

.98 (.12)

animacy

switch

.93 (26)

.91 (.29)

.98 (.14)

.97 (.17)

size

repeat

.90 (.30)

.91 (.29)

.96 (.20)

.96 (.19)

size

switch

.91 (.29)

.91 (.29)

.96 (.21)

.97 (.18)

3.3 Discussion
The key finding from Experiment 2 was the lack of an effect of the prior location-task
association on later task performance. Despite the strong association between the cued task and
the location in which the stimulus appeared and the reinforcement of this relationship throughout
the experiment by interleaving the inducer blocks with the diagnostic blocks, neither younger nor
older adults were more likely to choose to perform the task previously associated with a specific
location when stimuli appeared in a given location during diagnostic blocks. Additionally,
participants were not faster or more accurate on location match trials compared to location
nonmatch trials. These results suggest that the stimuli appearing in a location previously
associated with a particular task did not prompt the retrieval of the mental representation of the
task.
One possible explanation for this null effect could be due to the stimuli location being unrelated
to performing both the animacy and the size tasks. In other words, participants did not need to
use the information about location to complete either the animacy or size task and for this reason,
it may have been ignored. Yet, prior work has shown location can be used as a contextual cue to
facilitate task-switching for at least younger adult participants even when it is not directly
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relevant to the tasks they are performing (Crump & Logan, 2010; Leboe et al., 2008; Mayr &
Bryck, 2007). In the current study, the location association was strong (approximately 86%) and
indicated arguably simpler information than some past work (e.g., which task they will perform
compared to how likely they are to switch tasks), so the lack of impact of location match on RTs
or accuracy rates is surprising. However, it is important to note the effects found by Mayr and
Bryck (2007) occurred in a context where the location-task association was 100% which they
argued eliminated any interference between the mental representations of their two tasks. In the
current work, participants were cued to perform each task at least twice in the conflicting
location. Despite a strong location-task association, interference between the mental
representations of the task may have been low but should not have been eliminated.
Another reason there may have not been an effect of location match in this experiment is because
of the nature of the voluntary task-switching instructions. The previous work examining the
impact of location prompting the retrieval of the mental representation has focused on cued taskswitching (Mayr & Bryck, 2007). In voluntary task-switching, as in the current experiments,
participants are instructed to try to perform each task equally and randomly as possible. By
instructing participants to do this, it is possible participants, in an effort to try to perform the
tasks equally, ignored the location in which the word appeared. Conscious awareness of the
location-task association was not examined in the current study, so it is possible participants
chose to disregard the location-task association if they became aware of it and performed the
tasks as randomly as possible. However, a facilitation effect in accuracy and RT would still be
expected in this case as this type of priming often occurs outside conscious awareness (Crump &
Logan, 2010), yet neither was found.
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A final potential explanation for the lack of an effect of location match has to do with the event
files themselves. It is possible either the location was not encoded into the event file when
participants responded to stimuli due to its overall irrelevance to the task at hand or location was
encoded into the event file but was not encoded strongly enough to later prime task performance.
While it is not possible to distinguish between these two possibilities in the context of the current
work, the findings lend themselves towards the first of these explanations as there was no effect
of location match on either RT or accuracy rates. Even if location was not encoded strongly
enough to affect the process of task choice, it is likely it would still affect other task outcomes
related to “task readiness” such as RT or accuracy rates due to the processes not completely
overlapping in function (Arrington et al., 2010; Arrington & Yates, 2009; Mayr & Bell, 2006;
Mayr & Bryck, 2007). However, the encoding strength explanation cannot be ruled out as the
number of trials used to build the location-task association in the current experiment is smaller
than those used in other priming studies. For example, in the Leboe et al. (2008) study,
participants completed 10 experimental blocks of 32 trials, and in Crump and Logan (2010),
participants completed 11 experimental blocks of 64 trials. In the current study, participants
completed 4 inducer blocks and 4 diagnostic blocks each consisting of 28 trials. While Mayr and
Bryck (2007) had fewer trials than the current work (4 experimental blocks of 16 trials), the
location-task association was 100% which may have caused effects to occur within a fewer
number of trials. However, other studies have still demonstrated an impact of location when
location was not relevant to completing the task and the location association was below 100% in
both task-switching (Crump & Logan, 2010) and task interference work (Crump et al., 2006).
Like the older adults in Experiment 1, both younger and older adults in Experiment 2 showed a
slight bias towards performing the animacy task compared to the size task and were more likely
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to perform the animacy tasks on living words compared to nonliving words. There was also a
larger difference in the proportion of trials on which participants chose to perform the animacy
task between living words that were small and living words that were large than for its nonliving
counterparts. As discussed in Experiment 1, it is possible this pattern of findings was caused by
pre-experimental associations; however, participants were again faster and more accurate when
performing the animacy task than when performing the size task. Participants also displayed the
same switch cost asymmetry in the cued task-switching inducer blocks found in Experiment 1 –
RT switch costs were larger in the animacy task than in the size task. Although participants were
more likely to choose to perform the animacy task like the older adults in Experiment 1,
participants again did switch to the size task more often than the animacy task. These additional
findings suggest the animacy task may have been easier for participants compared to the size
task. Again, these two explanations are not mutually exclusive.
Unlike Experiment 1, younger adults did not show a repetition bias while the older adults did.
Also diverging from the findings in Experiment 1, older adults were slower than younger adults
overall in both the cued task-switching inducer blocks and the voluntary task-switching
diagnostic blocks after accounting for general slowing. However, older adults displayed similar
switch costs to the younger adults. Older adults were significantly more accurate than younger
adults both in the inducer blocks and in the diagnostic blocks. These findings further support the
argument that older adults can perform nearly as well as younger adults in task-switching
experiments.
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Chapter 4: General Discussion
Taken together, the findings from Experiment 1 and 2 illustrate that both younger and older
adults’ task choices and task performance can be influenced by prior experience in some
contexts. This suggests older adults can create event files in task-switching contexts, retrieve
those event files in later circumstances, and later be influenced by the retrieval of those event
files just like younger adults. While this aligns and extends prior work in younger adults
(Arrington et al., 2010; Waszak et al., 2003), only some prior research has demonstrated this
effect in older adults (Kray & Eppinger, 2006) while other work has not found this effect (Butler
& Weywadt, 2013). As the findings from Experiment 2 demonstrate, it is likely the creation and
later associative retrieval of event files occurs in some contexts but not others.
The results from Experiment 1 clearly demonstrated that even an initial encounter with a
stimulus can impact later task performance, providing more evidence of the impact associative
retrieval can have on behavior. Experiment 2, on the other hand, did not find any impact of
location priming on later task performance even though locations were strongly associated with a
specific task. At first glance, these findings may appear contradictory. However, there are many
differences between the effects being examined in these experiments. First, Experiment 1
focused specifically on the impact an element crucial to performing the task at hand could have
on later task performance, specifically, the impact of the stimulus identify itself. Participants had
to read the word appearing on the screen and make a judgment about either its animacy or size
before responding. This action makes the stimulus identity a central part of the event file which
may facilitate priming later when re-encountering that stimulus. In contrast, Experiment 2
examined the impact a task-irrelevant but informational marker could have on later task
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performance, specifically, the location of a stimulus. While the stimulus location could have
retrieved the prior location-task association created in the inducer blocks, in this case, it does not
appear to have been retrieved. As previously discussed, it is possible the task-irrelevant nature of
the location impeded either the encoding of this feature into the event file or simply did not
associatively retrieve the event file when the word stimuli later appeared in the location
(however, see Crump et al., 2006 and Crump & Logan, 2010).
Outside of lab contexts, there could be benefits to associating specific tasks with unique stimuli
rather than location contexts. A location could be associated with many different tasks as people
often perform multiple tasks within the same location while specific stimuli could only be
associated with one or two tasks. For example, a person could use their bedroom for multiple
different tasks: sleeping, working on a laptop, watching television, reading a book, and for some,
eating meals. On the other hand, some objects such as books or televisions or used for one or two
intended purposes, in this case, reading and watching television. With the location, there may be
too much interference from the competing tasks for a task association to be beneficial while with
the specific objects or stimuli, there should be little to no interference from competing tasks.
Since it is likely locations are more often associated with multiple tasks, it is possible humans
favor an item-task association, as demonstrated in Experiment 1, over a location-task association
which was not found in Experiment 2.
Additionally, the voluntary task-switching instructions which emphasized that participants
should try to perform the tasks equally and randomly may have led to differing outcomes in
Experiment 1 and 2. In Experiment 1, participants encountered stimuli once per block across one
inducer block and eight diagnostic blocks. It is unlikely participants consciously remembered
each task they performed for each of the 60 words they encountered during each block due to the
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large number of unique trials and the number of trials between each encounter. This design
would make it unlikely that participants remembered previous associations but attempted to
disregard them to perform the tasks randomly, allowing the impact of prior experience to impact
later task performance. However, in Experiment 2, the location-task association was purposely
repeated multiple times to build a strong connection between task and location for it to impact
voluntary task choice. As previously mentioned, participants could have noticed the location-task
association and disregarded it to randomly perform the tasks, eliminating the impact this
association might have had on later task performance or a perfect location-task association may
be required as mental representations of each task would be completely separated by location
(Mayr & Bryck, 2007).
In the current work, the performance of older adult participants did not differ from the younger
adult participants in most of the main variables of interest. In Experiment 1, both younger and
older adults were more likely to choose to perform initial matches than chance and performed
initial matches at similar rates. In Experiment 2, both younger and older adults performed
location matches at chance level and performed location matches at similar rates. While these
two findings differ in terms of the impact of associative retrieval on voluntary task-switching
performance, they do suggest the cognitive mechanisms at play were similar for younger and
older adults. Both younger and older adult participants benefited from their prior experience
when choosing to perform the same task previously associated with a stimulus and suffered from
it when choosing to perform the opposite task. In contrast, neither younger nor older adults were
significantly impacted in performance when performing tasks previously associated with a
particular location. This could suggest a somewhat adaptive cognitive mechanism of associative
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retrieval which remains relatively intact over the lifetime (Hommel et al., 2011; Kray &
Eppinger, 2006).
As previously discussed, endogenous control processes are believed to decline over the lifespan
(Braver et al., 2005; 2007; Braver & West, 2008). In task-switching contexts, participants need
to employ endogenous control and flexibility to maintain and switch between multiple task-sets
(Huff et al., 2015; Kray, 2006; Mayr, 2001; Mayr & Liebscher, 2001; Reimers & Maylor, 2005;
Terry & Sliwinksi, 2012; see Kray & Ferdinand, 2014). Consistent with some prior taskswitching work (Kray and Eppinger, 2006; Mayr, 2001; Mayr & Liebscher, 2001), the findings
from Experiment 1 demonstrate that older adults are just as and, in some contexts more,
susceptible to exogenous influences in task-switching contexts compared to younger adults.
Older adults were just as likely to perform initial matches and were more likely to perform recent
matches compared to younger adults. Additionally, for both younger and older adults,
participants were faster and more accurate when they performed both initial and recent matches.
Finally, as demonstrated by the exploratory analyses examining the impact of current task biases
and task transition biases on matches, participants were more likely to perform both initial and
recent matches when switching tasks and were more likely to perform initial matches when
performing the size task. These findings demonstrate that the exogenous influence of prior event
files led participants to perform task matches, and when they performed task matches, task
performance benefited. However, when participants did not rely on the exogenous influence of
prior event files and endogenously performed task mismatches, task performance was negatively
affected. Three important interpretations of this pattern of findings can be made. First, older
adults were more strongly affected by the exogenous influence of prior event files compared to
younger adults; however, both age groups were impacted by this exogenous process. This
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supports the idea that while endogenous control processes decline across the lifetime, exogenous
control processes remain relatively intact. Second, relying on the exogenous influence of prior
event files in this task-switching context improved overall task performance for both younger
and older adults. While relying on exogenous control processes over endogenous processes may
not benefit task performance in all experimental contexts, in the current paradigm, it improved
both task speed and accuracy. Finally, participants were more likely to be exogenously
influenced by prior event files when performing an arguably endogenous heavy process (i.e.,
switching tasks or performing a more difficult task such as the size task). It follows that when
participants were focusing on one difficult endogenous process, they were more susceptible to
impact of other external influences on other ongoing processes such as task choice and task
performance.
One main finding where younger and older adults did differ was in the rates of recent matches in
Experiment 1. While both younger and older adults performed recent matches more often than
chance, older adults performed recent matches more often than younger adults and appeared to
be impacted more strongly by recent task experience across the diagnostic blocks. One possible
explanation for this age difference could be age differences in perseveration. Older adults have
been found to commit more perseveration errors compared to younger adults in tasks such as the
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Head, Kennedy, Rodrigue, & Raz, 2009). The older adults may
have perseverated on their most recent stimulus-task experience more so than the younger adults,
leading them to continue to choose the same task most recently associated with specific stimuli.
An alternative explanation could be due to inhibitory deficits often seen in older adults (Lustig,
Hasher, & Zacks, 2007; Zacks & Hasher, 1994). It is possible that while both younger and older
adults successfully retrieved prior event files, older adults had more difficulty inhibiting their
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prior responses and, therefore, continued to perform the same task as they had previously at
higher rates than the younger adults.

4.1 Limitations and Future Directions
It is important to address some of the limitations of the current work and possible directions for
future work. First, while the goal of the interleaving the cued task-switching inducer blocks with
the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks in Experiment 2 was to continuously reintroduce
the location-task association to participants, it is possible this approach weakened the effect.
Future work should examine whether grouping the cued task-switching inducer blocks together
before the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks impacts location matches. Additionally,
the location-task association in the cued task-switching inducer blocks was approximately 86%
in the current work. While other work has demonstrated the impact of location even when its
association is below 100% (Crump et al., 2010; Crump & Logan, 2006), it is possible that a
location-task association of 100% may be more likely to be encoded into an event file.
Second, while an ANOVA-based approach was employed in Arrington et al. (2010) and in the
current experiments, employing multi-level modeling (MLM) in future work would be a more
powerful and flexible analytic approach. Due to the nature of voluntary task-switching (i.e.,
allowing participants to choose which task to perform on each trial), every participant will have a
different number of switch trials, repetition trials, task A trials, and task B trials. MLM is adept
at handling these differences while also including trial-level, participant-level, and group-level
factors.
Finally, future work should examine how the retrieval of event files impacts voluntary taskswitching performance in other contexts. For example, like Arrington et al. (2010), the current
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work used word stimuli and word judgment tasks (i.e., animacy task and size task). Even though
cueing the task participants performed on the initial stimulus should have minimized the
influence of any pre-experimental biases, participants were still more likely to choose to perform
certain tasks for certain word categories (e.g., choosing to perform the animacy task more often
for living words) as in Arrington et al. (Experiment 2). It is important to understand whether the
impact of retrieving event files affects task choice when other stimulus types (e.g., shapes) and
other tasks (e.g., shape identification) are used. Additionally, the boundaries of the impact of
associatively retrieved event files should be further explored. As demonstrated in the current
work, prior experience does not always impact later performance. Determining the contexts in
which the retrieval of event files impacts behavior and the contexts in which it does not for both
younger and older adults remains a critical open theoretical question.
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Appendix A
The following analyses examine the impact of inducer phase type (cued, voluntary) on mean
proportion of animacy task choice, mean proportion of switch trials, RTs, and accuracy rates in
the voluntary task-switching diagnostic blocks for younger adults.

5.1 Additional Task Choice Analyses
5.1.1 Mean Proportion of Animacy Task Trials with Inducer Phase Type
Manipulation
Task choice was analyzed by inducer phase type, animacy word type, and size word type. A 2
(inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) by 2 (animacy word type: living, nonliving) by 2 (size
word type: small, large) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion of trials where
participants chose to perform the animacy task in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant
effect of inducer phase type, F(1, 78) = 5.77, p = .019, animacy word type, F(1, 78) = 12.85, p <
.001, and an animacy word type by size word type interaction, F(1, 78) = 4.56, p = .036.
Participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type condition (M = .53, SD = .50)
chose to perform the animacy task significantly more often than participants in the cued taskswitching inducer phase type condition (M = .50, SD = .50). Across both inducer phase types,
participants chose to perform the animacy task more on living words (M = .55, SD = .50)
compared to nonliving words (M = .49, SD = .50). The mean difference between living words
that were also small (M = .54, SD = .50) and living words that were also large (M = .56, SD =
.50) was larger than the mean difference between nonliving words that were also small (M =
0.49, SD = .50) and nonliving words that were also large (M = .48, SD = .50) as shown in Figure
5.1.
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Figure 5.1 Mean proportion of animacy trials by inducer phase type. The error bars represent standard
error. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

5.1.2 Mean Proportion of Switch Trials with Inducer Phase Type
Manipulation
A 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) by 2 (current task: animacy, size) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion of switch trials revealed a significant effect of
current task, F(1, 78) = 10.49, p = .002, and an inducer phase type by current task interaction,
F(1, 78) = 5.03, p = .028. Participants were more likely to switch to the size task (M = .43, SD =
.50) than they were to switch to the animacy task (M = .40, SD = .49). The mean difference in the
proportion of switch trials between the animacy task (M = .38, SD = .49) and the size task (M =
.43, SD = .50) was larger for participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type
condition compared to the mean difference in the proportion of switch trials between the
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animacy task (M = .42, SD = .49) and the size task (M = .43, SD = .50) for participants in the
cued task-switching inducer phase type condition as shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2 Mean proportion of switch trials by inducer phase type. The error bars represent standard error.
Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

5.2 Additional Task Choice Analyses
5.2.1 Task-switching Inducer Phase
For inducer phase RT means and standard deviations, see Table 5.1. A 2 (current task: animacy,
size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) mixedmodel ANOVA conduced on untransformed RTs in the inducer phase revealed a significant
effect of inducer phase type, F(1, 78) = 9.67, p = .003, current task, F(1, 78) = 43.21, p < .001,
task transition, F(1, 78) = 48.29, p < .001, and a current task by task transition interaction, F(1,
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78) = 11.10, p = .001.8 Participants in the cued task-switching inducer phase condition were
significantly faster overall (M = 972, SD = 432) compared to participants in the voluntary taskswitching inducer phase condition (M = 1107, SD = 439). Across both inducer phase types,
participants were significantly faster when they were performing the animacy task (M = 994, SD
= 434) than when they were performing the size task (M = 1086, SD = 442). Additionally,
participants were significantly faster when they repeated a task (M = 993, SD = 422) than when
they switched tasks (M = 1092, SD = 455). Finally, the mean difference in RT between repeat
trials in which participants performed the animacy task (M = 937, SD = 404) and switch trials on
which participants performed the animacy task (M = 1058, SD = 456) was larger than the mean
difference between repeat trials in which participants performed the size task (M = 1049, SD =
431) and switch trials on which participants performed the size task (M = 1128, SD = 451).
Table 5.1 Mean inducer phase RTs – The mean inducer phase RTs by current task, task transition, and
inducer phase type. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching
inducer.

Cued inducer

VTS inducer

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

RT

RT

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

838 (358)

1005 (421)

animacy

switch

982 (429)

1146 (471)

size

repeat

991 (443)

1114 (408)

size

switch

1060 (455)

1199 (435)

8

RT analyses for the inducer phase type manipulation were conducted on untransformed RTs because only younger
adult participants were examined in this manipulation. Therefore, general slowing due to age did not need to be
addressed.
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5.2.2 Voluntary Task-switching Diagnostic Phase
For diagnostic phase RT means and standard deviations by initial match type, see Table 5.2. A 2
(current task: animacy, size) by 2 (initial match type: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task transition:
repeat, switch) by 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on
untransformed RTs in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant effect of initial match, F(1, 78)
= 25.24, p < .001, and task transition, F(1, 78) = 75.20, p < .001. Most interestingly, when
participants chose to perform the same task they initially performed on a specific stimulus in the
inducer phase, they performed the task significantly faster (M = 920, SD = 459) than when they
chose to perform the nonmatching task (M = 937, SD = 459). Additionally, participants were
significantly faster when they repeated a task (M = 883, SD = 408) than when they switched
tasks (M = 992, SD = 516).
Table 5.2 Mean initial match and no match diagnostic phase RTs – The mean diagnostic phase RTs by
initial match, current task, task transition, and inducer phase type. The terms “Match” and “No match”
refer to whether the trials consisted of initial matches or not. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer;
VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

Cued inducer

Current task

VTS inducer

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

RT

RT

RT

RT

animacy

repeat

823 (338)

850 (367)

898 (497)

923 (507)

animacy

switch

935 (448)

949 (433)

1043 (664)

1023 (690)

size

repeat

858 (336)

896 (367)

901 (394)

924 (384)

size

switch

941 (411)

985 (422)

1038 (513)

1038 (486)
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For RT means and standard deviations by recent match type, see Table 15. A 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (recent match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2
(inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) conducted on untransformed RTs in the diagnostic blocks
revealed a significant effect of recent match, F(1, 78) = 43.17, p < .001, and task transition, F(1,
78) = 83.99, p < .001. Interestingly, similar to the findings for initial matches, when participants
chose to perform the same task they most recently performed for a specific stimulus, they
performed the task significantly faster (M = 916, SD = 467) than when they chose to perform the
nonmatching task (M = 945, SD = 448). As previously reported, participants were significantly
faster when they repeated a task than when they switched tasks.
Table 5.3 Mean recent match and no match diagnostic phase RTs – The mean diagnostic phase RTs by
recent match, current task, task transition, and inducer phase type. The terms “Match” and “No match”
refer to whether the trials consisted of recent matches or not. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer;
VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

Cued inducer

Current task

VTS inducer

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

RT

RT

RT

RT

animacy

repeat

828 (354)

848 (351)

912 (528)

903 (459)

animacy

switch

935 (444)

952 (434)

1029 (696)

1042 (642)

size

repeat

858 (339)

899 (365)

889 (385)

940 (393)

size

switch

933 (413)

997 (418)

1012 (496)

1073 (505)
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5.3 Additional Accuracy Analyses
5.3.1 Task-switching Inducer Phase
For inducer phase accuracy rate means and standard deviations, see Table 5.4. A 2 (current task:
animacy, size) by 2 (task transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary)
mixed-model ANOVA conducted on accuracy rates in the inducer phase revealed a significant
effect of current task, F(1, 78) = 7.45, p = .008, and an inducer type by current task by task
transition interaction, F(1, 78) = 4.42, p = .039. The three-way interaction is depicted in Table
5.4.
Table 5.4 Mean inducer phase accuracy rates – The mean inducer phase accuracy rates by current task,
task transition, and age groups. Cued inducer = cued task-switching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary
task-switching inducer.

Cued inducer

VTS inducer

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

accuracy

accuracy

Current task

Task transition

animacy

repeat

.94 (.24)

.96 (.20)

animacy

switch

.94 (.24)

.93 (.25)

size

repeat

.93 (.26)

.91 (.28)

size

switch

.89 (.31)

.93 (.26)

5.3.2 Voluntary Task-switching Diagnostic Phase
For diagnostic phase accuracy rate means and standard deviations by initial match type, see
Table 5.5. A 2 (current task: animacy, size) by 2 (initial match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task
transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) mixed-model ANOVA
conducted on accuracy rates in the diagnostic blocks revealed a significant effect of current task,
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F(1, 78) = 6.70, p = .012, initial match, F(1, 78) = 23.02, p < .001, task transition, F(1, 78) =
4.97, p = .029, and a current task by task transition interaction, F(1, 78) = 6.66, p = .012. Across
inducer phase type, participants were significantly more accurate when they performed the
animacy task (M = .94, SD = .24) compared to the size task (M = .93, SD = .26). Additionally,
participants were significantly more accurate when they chose to perform the same task they
initially performed on a specific stimulus in the inducer phase (M = .94, SD = .24) than when
they chose to perform the nonmatching task (M = .92, SD = .27). Participants were also more
accurate when they repeated tasks (.9320) compared to when they switched tasks (.9305).
Finally, the mean difference in accuracy rates was larger between repeat trials (.9393) and switch
trials (.9332) in the animacy task compared to the mean difference between repeat trials (.9235)
and switch trials (.9278) in the size task.9
Table 5.5 Mean initial match and no match diagnostic phase accuracy rates – The mean diagnostic phase
accuracy rates by initial match, current task, task transition, and inducer phase type. The terms “Match”
and “No match” refer to whether the trials consisted of initial matches or not. Cued inducer = cued taskswitching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

Cued inducer

Current task

VTS inducer

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

animacy

repeat

.96 (.20)

.95 (.22)

.93 (.26)

.92 (.27)

animacy

switch

.96 (.20)

.94 (.24)

.92 (.27)

.92 (.28)

size

repeat

.94 (.23)

.93 (.25)

.92 (.27)

.89 (.31)

9

While these differences were statistically significant, it is important to note the distribution of the accuracy data
was skewed to the left due to high accuracy rates and should be interpreted with caution.
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size

switch

.96 (.21)

.92 (.27)

.93 (.26)

.90 (.30)

For accuracy rate means and standard deviations by recent match type, see Table 5.6.
Additionally, a 2 (current task: animacy, size) by 2 (recent match: match, nonmatch) by 2 (task
transition: repeat, switch) by 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) mixed-model ANOVA
conducted on accuracy rates revealed a significant effect of current task, F(1, 78) = 9.00, p =
.004, recent match, F(1, 78) = 28.48, p < .001, task transition, F(1, 78) = 5.19, p = .025, and a
current task by recent match interaction, F(1, 78) = 7.89, p = .006. As previously reported,
participants were more accurate when they performed the animacy task compared to the size task
and on repeat trials compared to switch trials. Across inducer phase type, participants were also
significantly more accurate when they chose to perform the same task they performed on a
specific stimulus in the most recent block (M = .94, SD = .24) than when they chose to perform
the nonmatching task (M = .92, SD = .27). Finally, the mean difference in accuracy rates between
recent match trials (M = .94, SD = .24) and nonmatch trials (M = .91, SD = .29) in the size task
was larger than the mean difference between recent match trials (M = .94, SD = .24) and
nonmatch trials (M = .93, SD = .25) in the animacy task.
Table 5.6 Mean recent match and no match diagnostic phase accuracy rates – The mean diagnostic phase
accuracy rates by recent match, current task, task transition, and inducer phase type. The terms “Match”
and “No match” refer to whether the trials consisted of initial matches or not. Cued inducer = cued taskswitching inducer; VTS inducer = voluntary task-switching inducer.

Cued inducer

Current task
animacy

VTS inducer

Match

No match

Match

No match

Task

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

transition

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

accuracy

repeat

.96 (.20)

.95 (.23)
87

.93 (.25)

.92 (.28)

animacy

switch

.95 (.22)

.94 (.23)

.92 (.27)

.92 (.27)

size

repeat

.95 (.21)

.92 (.27)

.92 (.27)

.89 (.31)

size

switch

.96 (.21)

.92 (.27)

.93 (.26)

.89 (.31)
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Appendix B
An initial word list of 560 words (140 words per category: living, small; living, large; nonliving,
small; nonliving, large) was created.10 A one-way ANOVA revealed no significant differences in
log-transformed hyperspace analogue to language (HAL) frequency norms by category
indicating no difference in mean frequency between the categories (Lund & Burgess, 1996), F(3,
556) = .54, p = .657. These words were then examined for general pre-experimental associations
with a particular task (e.g., participants being more likely to choose the size task when they see
the word “aspirin”). Thirty-three Washington University in Saint Louis undergraduate students
participated in two separate pilots. Four participants were excluded for failing to achieve a
switch rate higher than 10%. One participant was excluded for a too low overall mean accuracy
(Macc = 51%). The final sample across the two pilots consisted of 28 participants. Each
participant completed a practice block for each task (i.e., animacy and size) separately followed
by a voluntary task-switching practice block. The instructions for the voluntary task-switching
practice block consisted of the traditional coin flip instructions (Arrington & Logan, 2004b;
2005) indicating participants should attempt to perform both tasks equally and randomly. These
instructions were broken down and presented across multiple screens. Following the practice
blocks, participants performed voluntary task-switching on 560 word trials. Each word was
presented in the experimental voluntary task-switching block one time. Separately for each pilot,
the mean proportion of trials on which participants chose to perform the animacy task was
calculated for each word. Next, the upper and lower limits of the 95% confidence interval (CI)
were calculated for each word. If the 95% CI did not include .50, the word was considered biased

10

This word list was created from a combination of word lists used in Arrington and Logan (2004a) and CohenShikora and Balota (2016).
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and excluded. If a word was found to be biased in either pilot experiment, the word was
excluded. One hundred and ninety-seven words were considered biased and removed. The words
were also tested for concordance (i.e., accuracy). Combining the data from the two pilot
experiments, the mean accuracy for each word within the context of each task was calculated.
Next, the lower limit of the 95% CI was calculated for each word. If the 95% CI included .50 for
either the animacy or the size task, the word was considered too low in concordance and was
excluded. Forty-six words were removed for low concordance scores. After these exclusions, a
list of 317 words remained (65 living, large; 70 living, small; 96 nonliving, large; 86 nonliving,
small). Five words were randomly chosen from each category to make the practice word list. The
practice word list was 20 words long. Fifteen words were randomly chosen from the words that
remained in each of the four categories to make up the experimental word list for Experiment 1,
making the word list 60 words long (see Table 11). Each word was shown once per a block. This
means participants encountered each word a total of nine times across Experiment 1. The same
20 practice words used in Experiment 1 were used in Experiment 2. The experimental word list
for Experiment 2 was created from the list of 317 words created in the pilot experiments.
Twenty-eight words were randomly chosen from the words in each category to make up the
experimental word list for Experiment 2. The experimental word list for Experiment 2 was 224
words long and divided across the 4 cued task-switching inducer blocks and 4 voluntary
diagnostic blocks (see Table 12). Each block was 28 words (7 from each category) long.
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Table 6.1 Mean proportion of trials in pilots on which the animacy task was performed for words later
included in Experiment 1. This table includes all word stimuli used in Experiment 1. Mean p(animacy) =
mean proportion of trials in pilots on which the animacy task was performed; 95% CI = lower and upper
bounds of the 95% confidence interval. * = due to an error, the original calculations of p(animacy) which
were used to determine word stimuli in Experiment 1 were not accurate, and this inadvertently led to one
biased item being included. However, when excluding this item in the analyses, the main findings
remained overall the same.

Living, small

Living, large

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

bacteria

.43

.24 – .62

bear

.46

.28 – .65

caterpillar

.57

.38 – .76

coyote

.64

.46 – .82

chameleon

.54

.35 – .72

crocodile

.43

.24 – .62

cockroach

.64

.46 – .82

dog

.68

.50 – .85

fly

.43

.24 – .62

fox

.61

.42 – .79

hamster

.57

.38 – .76

gazelle

.64

.46 – .82

hornet

.61

.42 – .79

giraffe

.64

.46 – .82

ladybug

.68

.50 – .85

hippo

.64

.46 – .82

pigeon

.54

.35 – .72

lioness

.54

.35 – .72

rodent

.61

.42 – .79

moose

.46

.28 – .65

salamander

.57

.38 – .76

mule

.46

.28 – .65

spider

.46

.28 – .65

ostrich

.54

.35 – .72

tadpole

.39

.21 – .58

oxen

.50

.31 – .69

tulip

.43

.24 – .62

panther

.50

.31 – .69

wasp

.54

.35 – .72

tiger

.57

.38 – .76

Word

Word

Nonliving, small

Nonliving, large

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

arrow

.61

.42 – .79

airplane

.39

.21 – .58

charcoal

.46

.28 – .65

ambulance*

.29

.12 – .46

corkscrew

.46

.28 – .65

armchair

.39

.21 – .58

flask

.50

.31 – .69

bed

.39

.21 – .58

Word

Word
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football

.36

.18 – .54

cab

.50

.31 – .69

hammer

.39

.21 – .58

fireplace

.43

.24 – .62

magnet

.39

.21 – .58

laboratory

.36

.18 – .54

nickel

.46

.28 – .65

locomotive

.68

.50 – .85

plate

.46

.28 – .65

missile

.61

.42 – .79

sandal

.50

.31 – .69

oar

.50

.31 – .69

staple

.32

.15 – .50

parachute

.43

.24 – .62

syringe

.39

.21 – .58

stagecoach

.46

.28 – .65

teacup

.32

.15 – .50

swing

.61

.42 – .79

tweezers

.46

.28 – .65

tanker

.32

.15 – .50

wrench

.46

.28 – .65

tuba

.32

.15 – .50

6.1 Experiment 1 Primary Initial and Recent Match
Analyses without Biased Item
6.1.1 Younger Adults with Inducer Phase Type Manipulation
Removing the biased item from analyses did not change the original findings for initial matches
for participants in the cued task-switching inducer phase type condition (M = .53, SD = .05),
t(39) = 3.29, p = .002, or for the participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer phase type
condition (M = .55, SD = .05), t(39) = 5.34, p < .001. It also did not impact the findings for
recent matches for participants in the cued task-switching inducer phase type condition (M = .58,
SD = .08), t(39) = 6.14, p < .001, or the participants in the voluntary task-switching inducer
phase type condition (M = .58, SD = .09), t(39) = 5.39, p < .001. The findings from the 2
(inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on mean initial matches still only revealed a significant effect of diagnostic
block, F(7, 546) = 2.62, p = .012. However, Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed
a significant difference between diagnostic blocks 3 and 8, t(79) = 3.27, p = .002, unlike the
original analyses. The 2 (inducer phase type: cued, voluntary) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4,
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5, 6, 7, 8) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on mean recent matches still only revealed a
significant effect of diagnostic block, F(2.98, 232.37) = 2.60, p = .021.11 Bonferroni-corrected
post-hoc paired t-tests still revealed a significant difference between diagnostic blocks 1 and 5,
t(79) = 3.47, p = .001.

6.1.2 Only Cued Task-switching Inducer by Age Group
As in the original analyses, older adults (M = .52, SD = .05) demonstrated the tendency to choose
the same initial task, t(39) = 3.30, p = .002. Older adults (M = .63, SD = .11) also still showed the
tendency to choose the most recently performed task, t(39) = 7.25, p < .001. The 2 (age group:
younger, older) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) mixed-model ANOVA conducted on
mean initial matches still only revealed a main effect of diagnostic block, F(7, 546) = 3.69, p <
.001. Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc paired t-tests revealed a significant difference between
diagnostic blocks 1 and 8, t(79) = 4.04, p < .001; however, these tests also revealed a significant
difference between diagnostic blocks 3 and 8, t(79) = 3.32, p =.001, unlike the original analyses.
The 2 (age group: younger, older) by 8 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) mixed-model
ANOVA conducted on mean recent matches still revealed an effect of age group, F(1, 78) =
5.31, p = .024, an effect of diagnostic block, F(2.36, 184.29) = 8.54, p < .001, and an age group
by diagnostic block interaction, F(2.36, 184.29) = 5.37, p < .001.12 Bonferroni-corrected posthoc paired t-tests still revealed the mean proportion of recent matches was significantly higher in
diagnostic blocks 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 compared to diagnostic block 1, largest p < .001.
Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc Welch’s t-tests still revealed that older adults were more likely to

Mauchly’s test for Sphericity was significant for the main effect of diagnostic block, W = .43, p < .001. A
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied.
12
Mauchly’s test for Sphericity was significant for the main effect of diagnostic block and the age group by
diagnostic block interaction, W = .34, p < .001. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied.
11
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choose to perform recent matches in diagnostic block 6, t(69.76) = 2.86, p = .006, and diagnostic
block 8, t(68.49) = 3.56, p = .001, compared to younger adults.
Table 6.2 Mean proportion of trials in pilots on which the animacy task was performed for words later
included in Experiment 2. This table includes all word stimuli used in Experiment 2. Mean p(animacy) =
mean proportion of trials in pilots on which the animacy task was performed; 95% CI = lower and upper
bounds of the 95% confidence interval. * = due to an error, the original calculations of p(animacy) which
were used to determine word stimuli in Experiment 2 were not accurate, and this inadvertently led to
seven biased items and two items with low concordance being included. However, only three of the
biased items and none of the low concordance items were included in the diagnostic blocks. When
excluding these three biased items in the analyses, only one primary finding changed slightly.

Living, small

Word
amoeba
bacteria
bee
bird
cardinal
carp
caterpillar
centipede
chameleon
clam
cockroach
crab
crayfish
daisy
firefly*
fish
flower
fly
gecko
goldfish
grasshopper

Living, large

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

.57

.38 – .76

.43
.54

.24 – .62
.35 – .72

.64

.46 – .82

.64
.61

.46 – .82
.42 – .79

.57
.54

.38 – .76
.35 – .72

.54
.39

.35 – .72
.21 – .58

.64
.57
.64

.46 – .82
.38 – .76
.46 – .82

.54

.35 – .72

.71

.54 – .88

.61
.50
.43

.42 – .79
.31 – .69
.24 – .62

.64
.39

.46 – .82
.21 – .58

.54

.35 – .72

Word
alligator
antelope
ape
bear
boar
bobcat
bull
bulldog
camel
cattle
cheetah
chimpanzee
cougar
cow
coyote
crocodile
cypress
dog
eagle
elephant
fox
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Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

.50

.31 – .69

.57
.54

.38 – .76
.35 – .72

.46

.28 – .65

.57
.57

.38 – .76
.38 – .76

.54
.50

.35 – .72
.31 – .69

.50
.43

.31 – .69
.24 – .62

.50
.54
.61

.31 – .69
.35 – .72
.42 – .79

.43

.24 – .62

.64

.46 – .82

.43
.57
.68

.24 – .62
.38 – .76
.50 – .85

.54
.54

.35 – .72
.35 – .72

.61

.42 – .79

guppy
hamster

.68
.57

.50 – .85
.38 – .76

gazelle
giraffe

.64
.64

.46 – .82
.46 – .82

herring
hornet

.61
.61
.68

.42 – .79
.42 – .79
.50 – .85

goose*
gorilla

.54 – .88
.31 – .69
.46 – .82

.68
.39

.50 – .85
.21 – .58

hawk
hippo
horse

.71
.50
.64
.64
.64

.46 – .82
.46 – .82

lizard
locust

.68
.64

.50 – .85
.46 – .82

kangaroo
lamb

.64
.54

.46 – .82
.35 – .72

maggot

.57

.38 – .76

leopard

.61

.42 – .79

mockingbird

.61
.64

.42 – .79
.46 – .82

lion

.46
.54

.28 – .65
.35 – .72

.46
.61

.28 – .65
.42 – .79

.64
.46

.46 – .82
.28 – .65

.64
.54
.71

.46 – .82
.35 – .72
.54 – .88

.61
.54
.46

.42 – .79
.35 – .72
.28 – .65

.54
.46

.35 – .72
.28 – .65

.46
.61

.28 – .65
.42 – .79

.46
.57
.54

.28 – .65
.38 – .76
.35 – .72

.54
.50
.61

.35 – .72
.31 – .69
.42 – .79

.71
.64

.54 – .88
.46 – .82

.31 – .69
.31 – .69

.61
.57

.42 – .79
.38 – .76

peacock
pelican
pig

.50
.50
.61
.68

.42 – .79
.50 – .85

salamander
sardine

.57
.64

.38 – .76
.46 – .82

puma
seal

.64
.43

.46 – .82
.24 – .62

slug
snail

.54

.35 – .72

.54

.35 – .72

.61
.46

.42 – .79
.28 – .65

sheep
stallion

.39
.57

.21 – .58
.38 – .76

.71
.39
.43

.54 – .88
.21 – .58
.24 – .62

.68
.46
.50

.50 – .85
.28 – .65
.31 – .69

.54

.35 – .72

.50

.31 – .69

ladybug
leaf
lice

mosquito
moth
mushroom
orchid
oyster
petunia*
pigeon
plankton
poppy
rabbit
rat
raven*
robin
rodent
rose

spider
squirrel*
tadpole
tulip
wasp

lioness
llama
manatee
maple
monkey
moose
mule
orangutan
ostrich
oxen
panda
panther

tiger
turkey
whale
wildebeest
zebra
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Nonliving, small

Nonliving, large

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

Word

arrow

.61

.42 – .79

belt
binoculars

.57
.50
.61

.38 – .76
.31 – .69
.42 – .79

.39

.21 – .58

.54

.35 – .72

.64
.36

.46 – .82
.18 – .54

.46
.54
.57

.28 – .65
.35 – .72
.38 – .76

.61
.46

.42 – .79
.28 – .65

cabinet
cannon
canoe

corkscrew

.46

.28 – .65

crayon

.32
.54

.15 – .50
.35 – .72

.61
.54

.42 – .79
.35 – .72

.50
.50

.31 – .69
.31 – .69
.18 – .54
.35 – .72
.21 – .58

freezer
gangway

hammer

.36
.54
.39

holster
icecube

.64
.43

jar
kerchief

Word

bonnet
bowl
brick
brooch
bullet
button
camera
candlestick
cassette
charcoal

diary
doll
dollar
domino
flask
football
fork

ladle
lighter
lipstick

Mean
p(animacy)

95% CI

accordion

.50

.31 – .69

airplane
ambulance*

.39
.29
.39

.21 – .58
.12 – .46
.21 – .58

.39

.21 – .58

.32

.15 – .50

.68
.50

.50 – .85
.31 – .69

.50
.43
.36

.31 – .69
.24 – .62
.18 – .54

.46
.46

.28 – .65
.28 – .65

chandelier

.43

.24 – .62

chariot

.46
.39

.28 – .65
.21 – .58

.39
.50

.21 – .58
.31 – .69

.54
.43

.35 – .72
.24 – .62

guitar

.50
.64
.50

.31 – .69
.46 – .82
.31 – .69

.46 – .82
.24 – .62

jeans
keg

.57
.50

.38 – .76
.31 – .69

.43
.61
.64

.24 – .62
.42 – .79
.46 – .82

laboratory
lighthouse

.36
.50
.68

.18 – .54
.31 – .69
.50 – .85

.39
.46

.21 – .58
.28 – .65

.61
.61

.42 – .79
.42 – .79

armchair
bed
bench
broom
bus
cab
cabin

cupboard
dresser
easel
elevator
fireplace

locomotive
missile
mop
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magnet
nickel

.39
.46

.21 – .58
.28 – .65

motorcycle
oar

.32
.50

.15 – .50
.31 – .69

nozzle
pencil

.64
.39
.39

.46 – .82
.21 – .58
.21 – .58

parachute
piano

.24 – .62
.24 – .62
.21 – .58

.46
.46

.28 – .65
.28 – .65

pier
pitchfork
plow

.43
.43
.39
.46
.61

.28 – .65
.42 – .79

sandal
sandwich

.50
.39

.31 – .69
.21 – .58

podium
raft

.46
.36

.28 – .65
.18 – .54

scarf

.57

.38 – .76

rocker

.54

.35 – .72

shell

.54
.54

.35 – .72
.35 – .72

saddle

.46
.50

.28 – .65
.31 – .69

.54
.32

.35 – .72
.15 – .50

.43
.46

.24 – .62
.28 – .65

.54
.46
.39

.35 – .72
.28 – .65
.21 – .58

.43
.61
.32

.24 – .62
.42 – .79
.15 – .50

.61
.32

.42 – .79
.15 – .50

.43
.57

.24 – .62
.38 – .76

.39
.64
.57

.21 – .58
.46 – .82
.38 – .76

.54
.36
.32

.35 – .72
.18 – .54
.15 – .50

.39
.46

.21 – .58
.28 – .65

.36
.57

.18 – .54
.38 – .76

.46
.46

.28 – .65
.28 – .65

.29
.46

.12 – .46
.28 – .65

penny
pincushion
plate

shoelace
slipper
staple
stirrup
stopwatch
syringe
teabag
teacup
teapot
thermos
thumbtack
toothpick
tweezers
whistle
wrench

shovel
slide
stagecoach
streetcar
swing
tanker
taxi
telescope
tomb
trolley
tuba
wagon
wall
windmill*
woodshed

For consistency with Experiment 1, the Experiment 2 analyses were re-run without the biased
items. However, in Experiment 2, this analysis is less critical because the identity of the word
stimuli was not related to the location-task association examined in Experiment 2, and therefore,
whether a word was biased or not should not have impacted whether participants performed
location matches. Each word in Experiment 2 was only shown once and not repeated later in the
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experiment. Additionally, the words were randomized within each inducer and diagnostic block
for each participant. Whether participants encountered a specific word in the upper or lower part
of the screen and whether participants were cued to perform the animacy or size task on a
specific word in the inducer blocks was randomized.

6.2 Experiment 2 Location Match Analyses without Biased
Items
6.2.1 Location Task Matches by Age Group
As demonstrated in the original analyses, neither younger adults (M = .51, SD = .05) nor older
adults (M = .49, SD = .05) were significantly more likely to choose to perform the task
previously associated with a specific location, t(39) = 1.43, p = .162, and t(39) = 1.42, p = .164,
respectively. Next, a 2 (age group: younger, older) by 4 (diagnostic block: 1, 2, 3, 4) mixedmodel ANOVA conducted on the mean proportion of location matches now revealed a main
effect of age group, F(1, 78) = 4.16, p = .045. This effect was marginal in the original analyses.
Younger adults were more likely to perform location matches (M = .51, SD = .50) compared to
older adults (M = .49, SD = .50). As in the original analyses, the mixed-model ANOVA also
revealed a main effect of diagnostic block, F(3, 234) = 2.95, p = .033; however, Bonferronicorrected post-hoc paired t-tests still revealed no significant differences between diagnostic
blocks.
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